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Nothing in life is to be feared,
it is only to be understood.
Now is the time to understand more,
so that we may fear less.
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preface

“Have fun on sea and land
Unhappy it is to become famous
Riches, honors, false glitters of this world
All is but soap bubbles”
No conclusion could be more appropriate today.

—Pierre-Gilles de Gennes, Nobel lecture, 9.12.1991

In 1991, Pierre-Gilles de Gennes won the Nobel prize in physics for his work on phase
transitions driven by ordering in liquid crystals and polymers. He ended his acceptance
speech, titled ‘Soft Matter’, with a poem found on a 1758 engraving by Daullé depicting
an elegant young woman, seated on a wall and blowing soap bubbles next to a man gazing
at her admiringly. Although de Gennes never explained why he chose the poem, and it
might sound a bit obscure to some, I believe it beautifully alludes to the paradox standing
soft matter had in the 20th century. During what some people term the Polymer Age, we
have become surrounded more and more by synthetic soft matter products in our daily
life, from the shampoo we use to wash our hair, the clothes we wear, the packaging of
our foods, to the skyscrapers we build. “All is but soap bubbles” rings more true than
ever. At the same time, the theoretical investigation and understanding of the typical
constituents of soft materials, such as surfactants, polymers, liquid crystals, to name a
few, has lagged behind the technological advances in the field. But more importantly, it
has not received the attention it deserves. From my own experience as an undergraduate,
despite the indisputable importance of soft matter in our everyday world, talented young
students with a penchant for theory still dream of answering the ‘big’ questions in quantum
physics, particle physics and relativity. Extremes are fascinating: be it the forces that
hold quarks together (extremely small) or the curvature of spacetime (extremely big).
Studying the intermediate lacks this aura of grandeur and might have seemed trivial
in the beginning: In the world of the mesoscale, quantum effects can be neglected just
as much as relativity. However, thanks to pioneering theoreticians in the field, such as
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes, Sam Edwards or Paul Flory, we have begun to understand that
the ordinary is not necessarily the simple. Emergent collective behaviors driven by the
sum of small forces and the importance of entropy in molecules with many degrees of
freedom make soft matter systems difficult to predict. Furthermore, the realization that
all living matter is inherently soft matter and that remarkable insights can be gained from
the treatment of living systems by means of statistical physics has brought soft matter
physics to the attention of a broader community. Indeed, today, in the 21st century, soft
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matter constitutes one of the fastest growing interdisciplinary research fields [1]. All is
still but soap bubbles, but those bubbles shine brighter than ever.

1.2 Soft Matter, Polymers and Nanotechnology

Soft matter is a fairly loosely defined term encompassing a wide range of materials that
share a few common characteristics. As the name suggests, they are ‘soft’: they can easily
be deformed by mechanical stresses, because the strength of their molecular interactions
are of the magnitude of thermal fluctuations kBT at room temperature. Furthermore,
they inhabit the mesoscale: their constituents are typically bigger than atoms or simple
molecules (∼ nm) , but smaller than what can be observed by the naked eye (∼ 100 µm).
Especially at the nanoscale, surface-to-volume ratios can become very large and materials
exhibit interesting size-dependent properties different from the bulk.

Figure 1.1: Examples of molecules, materials and objects inhabiting different scales. The nanoscale (1-100
nm) is highlighted, showing various synthetic nanoparticles. Reproduced with permission [2].

These two features of soft matter materials, mesoscopic size and low interaction
strengths, lead to a phenomenon called self-assembly, in which molecules reversibly or-
ganize through hierarchical processes. Beginning with the formation of small clusters
and aggregates, the summation of various interactions and their interplay with entropic
contributions can result in large macroscopic structures. These processes often elude a
prediction from the properties of the individual constituents and are dependent on subtle
changes in composition or environmental factors. As such, soft matter systems are highly
tunable and responsive, which makes them so valuable for a wide range of technological
applications.
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Polymers represent a sub-group within soft matter. The term derives from the Greek
words poly (“many”) and mer (“part”) and as such refers to molecules consisting of re-
peating elementary units, the monomers. Contrary to weakly associating self-assembled
structures, the monomers of polymers are linked together via covalent bonds, which with-
stand breaking under normal circumstances. The number of monomers making up a
polymer is called its degree of polymerization N . What is exactly meant by the term
monomer is not well defined and can refer to anything that repeats along the polymer
chain. For a chemist, this might be a group of atoms, such as an ethylene group –CH2–
CH2–, which forms polyethylene upon polymerization, the process of linking monomers
together. For a theoretical physicist attempting a more abstract description, on the other
hand, a monomer might denote a segment of the polymer that shares some characteristics
or a length scale that separates two distinct regimes, such as a Kuhn length or a blob.

Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of various possibilities of polymer compositions and topologies. Repro-
duced from [3] with permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Polymers can be characterized by their composition, their architecture and their spe-
cific interactions or mechanical properties, illustrated in Figure 1.2. Composition refers to
both the number of different monomer types present in a given polymer as well as their ar-
rangement along the polymer contour. While homopolymers consist of only one repeating
unit, heteropolymers contain two or more distinct monomers, which can be linked together
in various patterns. In the case of two monomeric species, we can differentiate between
random, periodic, gradient or block copolymers. Architecture or Topology describes the
way branches or loops in the polymer backbone lead to a deviation from a linear chain.
Examples include ring, star, comb / graft or ladder polymers and dendrimers. Recently,
knotted polymers have received increased attention due to their importance in the un-
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derstanding of DNA organization and transcription [4]. One of the motivations for this
thesis is the question of which role the specific topology of a polymer plays in determining
its structural and dynamical properties, a question that remains elusive to this day.

1.3 Single-Chain Nanoparticles
Promising Canditates for Technological Applications or a

Model for Intrinsically Disordered Proteins?

Particularly sophisticated self-assembled structures can be found in nature in the form
of chromatin, cell membranes, virus capsids and proteins. Advances in characterization
techniques such as protein crystallization, X-ray scattering, NMR and fluorescent labeling
and the subsequent explosion of known structures of biomolecules have led to the emer-
gence of the central paradigm of biological materials: The structure-function relationship.
The idea that the formation of a well-defined three dimensional shape completely deter-
mines the possible tasks a molecule can carry out has since revolutionalized the field of
drug design, but also inspired scientists and engineers in the field of nanotechnology to
gain greater control over the size and shape of synthetic molecules. This goal has been
achieved for a variety of hard nanoparticles, such as quantum dots, gold nanoclusters or
metal oxide nanoparticles.

However, in the realm of soft materials, similar control proves elusive, precisely be-
cause of their distinguishing features, small size and weak interactions. Various methods
have been proposed to harness their self-assembly behavior by tuning one or more of the
following properties of their building blocks: the chemistry, the composition, or the ar-
chitecture [5]. Prominent examples that have arisen from such efforts are micelle-forming
amphiphiles [6] (chemistry), patchy particles such as DNA-coated colloids [7, 8] (compo-
sition) as well as dendrimers [9], star polymers [10] and nanogels [11] (architecture).

Mimicking nature’s design of its most abundant molecular machines, proteins, a new
approach to producing soft nano-objects was born in the beginning of the 21st century:
Single-chain technology [12] aims to synthesize linear functionalized polymers which can
collapse via purely intramolecular interactions to a precise shape, reminscent of the fold-
ing process of proteins [13]. Ideally, these single-chain nanoparticles (SCNPs) could be
made from biocompatible polymers, respond to environmental triggers and be endowed
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of SCNP synthesis. A precursor molecule functionalized with reactive
groups (here isocyanate) is cross-linked under highly dilute conditions via the addition of diamine to form
a SCNP. Reproduced with permission of the American Chemical Society from [14].

with specific functions. As such, they represent a versatile addition to the library of
nanoparticles with a vast range of potential applications from catalysis to nanomedicine.

Single-chain nanoparticles are soft nano-objects synthesized from a linear polymer
precursor, which is functionalized with reactive groups capable of forming intramolecular
bonds (see Figure 1.3). They are typically a few nanometers (≤ 20 nm) in size and possess
a large surface-to-volume ratio. The necessary technological ingredients for their synthesis
include controlled polymerization, monomer functionalization and cross-linking protocols
that ensure their purely intramolecular collapse.

Precise control over the molecular weight, the polydispersity and the architecture
of the precursor polymers has been achieved by several controlled/living polymerization
techniques [15] including atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [16], nitroxide
mediated polymerization (NMP) [17], reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer
(RAFT) [18] and ring opening polymerization (ROP) [19].

Reactive units that can form bonds are introduced in the polymer either directly dur-
ing the polymerization process or they are subsequently attached via postpolymerization
modification reactions. The chemistry of the functional units is chosen based on effi-
ciency, specificity and the absence of side products [20]. They are classified either by (i)
the architecture of the bond or (ii) the type of interaction:

(i) Regarding the architecture of the bond, we can distinguish between cross-links
formed by identical monomeric subunits in a pairwise manner (homocoupling), those
formed by complementary functional groups (heterocoupling) and those mediated by ex-
ternal multifunctional cross-linkers.
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(ii) Regarding the type of interaction, we can distinguish between covalent, dynamic
covalent and non-covalent bonds. Especially interesting candidates for the synthesis of
irreversible SCNPs is so-called “click” chemistry, due to its high efficiency, high func-
tional group tolerance and mild reaction conditions [21]. A few examples currently in use
in SCNP fabrication are copper-mediated azide-alkyne cycloaddition [22], thiol-ene cou-
plings [23] and amine-isocyanate reactions [14]. On the other hand, non-covalent bonds
such as hydrogen bonds [24, 25] and π − π stacking [26], more closely model the folding
process in biopolymers and are inherently reversible. Their gradual dependence on exter-
nal variables such as temperature, pH and solvent conditions give the resulting SCNPs
a higher tunability than their covalent counterparts. Finally, dynamic covalent bonds
such as disulfide bridges [27] combine elements of both covalent and non-covalent bonds:
Under normal conditions, they are kinetically trapped, but exchange reactions can be
activated through external stimuli. As such, SCNPs formed via dynamic covalent bonds
represent an interesting new class of highly adaptable and responsive nanoparticles. For
an overview of the state-of-the art of SCNP synthesis, we would like to recommend the
excellent review by Lyon et al. [28].

The cross-linking process is typically carried out in highly dilute conditions to avoid
intermolecular bonds and thus aggregation. Novel synthesis protocols that take advan-
tage of tunable solvent conditions or inert crowder molecules to improve control over the
resulting structure of SCNPs have been recently proposed by computer simulations. Some
of these will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Since single-chain technology is still in its infancy, reports on applications have been
limited to proof-of-concept experiments thus far. Nonetheless, these demonstrate promis-
ing possibilities for the use of SCNPs in a broad range of applications, such as nanomedicine,
catalysis, sensing and advanced materials.

SCNPs are especially interesting candidates for drug delivery by exploiting the en-
hanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect of tumor cells, that makes them accu-
mulate more molecules in the nanometer range than healthy cells [29, 30]. Nanoparticles
can encapsulate toxic, insoluble anti-cancer drug molecules and be functionalized with
peptides or antibodies that target specific tumor tissues. Several biocompatible SCNPs
have been synthesized whose non-toxicity in the absence of a drug was tested both in vitro
and in vivo [31, 32, 33]. The successful release of small non-soluble bioactive cargos from
a SCNP carrier upon a change in solvent conditions was also shown by several groups
[34, 35, 36, 37]. Pioneering work by Hamilton and Harth [38] even reported the cellular
uptake of peptides through the combination of SCNPs and dendritic transport molecules.
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The EPR effect can furthermore be exploited by using specially functionalized SCNPs
as image contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or as gamma emitters for
single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) [33]. For MRI, the results
are particularly promising: SCNPs forming metal complexes with paramagnetic Gd3+

ions exhibit a strong increase in relaxivity values compared to traditional contrast agents,
reflecting their effect on spin relaxation and thus creating a brighter contrast [39, 40]. A
third imaging method that can potentially profit from single-chain technology is fluores-
cence imaging: The entrapment or conjugation of fluorophores [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] and
quantum dots [46] can lead to both reduced photobleaching [32] and enhanced photoe-
mission [40].

SCNPs exhibit key characteristics that make them well suited for use as enzyme-
mimetic catalysts: Their two limiting topologies, sparse ones containing multiple compact
domains or globular ones with a single large pocket (as can be achieved with amphiphilic
precursors) can be exploited as cavities for the incorporation of insoluble catalysts. Their
large surface-to-volume ratio further facilitates the diffusion of reagents and products to
and out of these catalytic sites. Improvements in efficiency or product size control via
the use of single-chain nanoparticles as nanoreactors have been achieved for the synthesis
of small chemical compounds [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55], polymers [56, 57], gold
nanoparticles [58], quantum dots [46] and carbon nanodots [59].

Two particularly sophisticated SCNP systems have been developed for sensing appli-
cations: Polynorbone polymers grafted with bipyridine units can reversibly fold via π−π
interactions to fluorescent SCNPs. The strong affinity of pyridin for certain metal ions
leads to fluorescence quenching as the π−π interactions are replaced by metal complexes
[41]. Catalytic and sensing properties were successfully combined in another pyridine-
functionalized SCNP with the ability to catalyse the reduction of NaAuCl4 by hydrazine
to form gold nanoparticles. Under normal conditions, the steric constraints of the SCNPs’
catalytic pockets stabilizes gold nanoparticles about ∼8 nm in size. In the presence of
zein protein, however, pyridin binds to zein residues, leading to the partial unfolding of
the SCNP and the growth of larger gold nanoparticles (∼100 nm). The concentration of
zein protein determines the color of the resulting solution, allowing zein detection in the
range of 12 to 3000 µg/ml [60].

Furthermore, SCNPs have been proposed as additives to tune the properties of a
variety of soft materials. The good size control over SCNPs in the nanometer range
lends itself to the templating of porosity in thin films for microelectronic applications
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[13, 61, 62]. The reduced viscosity of SCNPs with respect to their linear precursors owning
to their decreased hydrodynamic radius [63] renders them useful as rheology modifiers in
melts of thermoplastics [64], elastomeric polymers [65] and nanocomposites [66, 67, 68].
Particularly promising is the case of all-polymer nanocomposites, where SCNPs provide
an efficient pathway to arrest phase separation in homogeneous binary polymer blends
[69] and can induce disentanglement of PEO chain motions [70, 71, 72]. Furthermore,
phase diagrams of such nanocomposites including purely entropic effects [73, 74], but also
weak interactions[75], free volume effects [76] and small ionic charges [77] were predicted
theoretically and allow the determination of a critical nanoparticle size as a limit for
miscibility [78].

1.4 Polymer Physics and the Importance of Being a
Fractal

Since this thesis focuses on computational investigations of simplified polymers, we would
like to briefly introduce the reader to the fundamental concepts required to understand the
theoretical description of this special class of molecules. For a more detailed introduction
to polymer physics, we refer the interested reader to the classic textbook Polymer Physics
by Rubinstein and Colby [79].

As we will see throughout this thesis, theoretical or computational investigations of
polymers often lead to the discovery of scaling laws, which means that a particular quantity
y depends in a power-law manner on another, i.e. y(x) ∼ xν . This ubiquitous behavior
of a variety polymer properties can be attributed to their self-similarity: Polymers are
fractals. To put it in Benoit Mandelbrot’s words, who coined the term: “A fractal is
a shape made of parts similar to the whole in some way.”. Fractals can be constructed
regularly through iteration of a set of rules or stochastically. A quick look around reveals
an astonishing number of fractals encountered in nature: snow flakes, leafs, blood vessels,
trees, coastlines and clouds all exhibit self-similar patterns on some length scales.

An example of a regular fractal is the Sierpinski triangle shown in Figure 1.4. To
create it, start with a filled equilateral triangle. Now divide it equally into four parts and
remove the middle one. This represents the first iteration, which is then repeated for each
of the three remaining filled triangles. Three become nine triangles, which then turn into
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Figure 1.4: Evolution of the Sierpinsky triangle in five iterations. Reproduced with minor changes from
[80].

27 and so on. We can now ask how the area A of the Sierpinsky triangle changes when
we increase its side length. Since it is a fractal, we expect a power law

A = αlD . (1.1)

We call D its fractal dimension. To calculate it, have a look at the second iteration in
Figure 1.4. Let l1 be the side-length of a sub-triangle and A1 its area. If we double the
side-length of the whole Sierpinsky triangle, l2 = 2l1, we end up with three sub-triangles.
Using equation 1.1, it follows that

A2 = αlD2 = α(2l1)D , (1.2)

A2 = 3A1 = 3αlD1 . (1.3)

This set of equations can easily be solved and we arrive at

D = log 3
log 2

∼= 1.58 . (1.4)

Polymers are obviously not regular structures such as a Sierpinsky triangle. Their large
number of degrees of freedom allows them to adopt a plethora of conformations. Nonethe-
less, the averages over all possible conformations behave in a fractal manner. This is both
true for the size of the whole polymer as a function of its degree of polymerization,
〈R2〉 ∼ N2ν , but also for any subsection of the chain.

1.4.1 The fractal nature of ideal chains

To illustrate this behavior, let us briefly derive the average end-to-end vector of an ideal,
completely flexible linear polymer, consisting of N = n+ 1 monomers, linked together by
n backbone bonds. We call a polymer ideal if we can neglect any net interactions between
monomers i and j which are separated by a sufficient number of bonds. The end-to-end
vector is given by the sum over all n bond vectors bi = ri − ri−1 in the chain:

R =
n∑
i=1

bi . (1.5)
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Over time, an ensemble of polymer chains will sample all possible configurations and
since there are no energetic differences between bond vectors of different orientations, the
average end-to-end vector will be zero. However, the mean-square end-to-end distance
will be non-zero:

〈R2〉 ≡ 〈R ·R〉 =
〈(

n∑
i=1

bi

)
·

 n∑
j=1

bj

〉 =
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1
〈bi · bj〉 . (1.6)

Assuming all bond vectors have the same length l, the scalar product between bond
vectors bi and bj only depends on the bond angle θij, such that

〈R2〉 = l2
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1
〈cos θij〉 . (1.7)

The average 〈cos θij〉 depends on the stiffness of the polymer and the specific polymer
model. The simplest model is the freely-jointed chain model, that assumes no correlations
between bond vectors, such that 〈cos θij〉 = 0 for i 6= j. From this, it follows that

〈R2〉 = nl2 . (1.8)

Models of semi-flexible and stiff polymers, the freely rotating chain model and the worm-
like chain model, treat the bond angle as non-zero but fixed, while the torsion angle is
unconstrained. Therefore, the correlation between bond vectors reduces to

〈bi · bj〉 = l2〈cos θ〉|j−i| = e−|j−i|/ ln(cos θ) , (1.9)

which is a rapidly decaying function of |j − i|, such that the sum

〈R2〉 = l2
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
〈cos θij〉 = l2

N∑
i=1

C ′i = Cnnl
2 , (1.10)

exists and can be calculated analytically for these two models. In the limit of large poly-
merization degree, it can be shown that limn→∞Cn = C∞ is a finite number if 〈cos θi,i+k〉
decays more rapidly than k−1 [81]. The different ideal chain models thus only differ in
their values of C∞, called Flory’s characteristic ratio, but not in their scaling with the
polymerization degree N = n+ 1. The specific values of Cn for real polymers depend on
their chemistry, especially the bulkiness of their side groups that lead to steric hindrances.
This result allows us to map any polymer that follows the ideal chain scaling 〈R2〉 ∼ n

to an equivalent freely jointed chain with the same mean-square end-to-end distance and
the same maximum end-to-end distance. This equivalent freely jointed chain will have a
reduced number of effective monomers Nb+1 (Kuhn monomers) and an increased effective
bond length b (Kuhn length), since

Rmax = Nbb , (1.11)
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and
〈R2〉 = Nbb

2 = bRmax = Cnnl
2 . (1.12)

In the following, we would like to give an example of how the self-similarity of polymers
can provide scaling arguments to extract the essential physics of a problem. Imagine
an ideal chain being stretched to a particular elongation Rx. If this extension is small
compared to the maximum extension possible Rx � Rmax = Nb, we can assume that
the local conformations are essentially unperturbed by the stretch and follow the random
walk statistics as they maximize entropy. Thus, up to some chain segment of size ξ, the
g monomers within this segment follow the scaling we found for ideal chains,

ξ2 ≈ b2g . (1.13)

In order to add up to a total extension of Rx, these N/g random-walk chain segments
have to be arranged sequentially in the direction of extension, such that

Rx ≈ ξ
N

g
≈ Nb2

ξ
. (1.14)

This equation determines the number of so called tension blobs and their size. It repre-
sents the physical length scale below which the chain behaves ideal and above which it
experiences the deformation. The conformations of the polymer are only changed with
respect to a random walk on length scales greater than the blob size. Each tension blob,
however, is forced to go in a particular direction along the direction of the stretch, such
that the chain looses one degree of freedom per tension blob. According to the equiparti-
tion theorem, this translates to a free energy change of one kBT per tension blob due to
the stretching of the chain:

F ≈ kBT
N

g
≈ kBT

R2
x

Nb2 . (1.15)

1.4.2 The fractal nature of real chains

We have seen that the statistics of ideal chains can be derived from the assumptions
that correlations between monomers along the backbone of the chain decay fast and thus
monomers separated by large contour distances behave essentially independent of each
other. This assumption is true in some situations, but in most conditions, monomers
experience either an attraction or a repulsion between one another. The effect of the
energetic cost of bringing two monomers in close proximity can be parametrized by their
excluded volume v, which is defined as

v = −
∫
R3

(
1− e−U(r)/kBT

)
d3r , (1.16)
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where U(r) is the total potential energy between two monomers. As such, v represents
an effective net interaction between monomers. The value of v depends strongly on the
surrounding environment, especially, solvent type, temperature and density. Typically,
we classify them as follows:

1. Athermal solvents are those in which the potential energy only has a repulsive contri-
bution and becomes independent of temperature. In this case the excluded volume
is simply given by the volume occupied by a spherical monomer with diameter d = b

or a cylindrical Kuhn monomer with length b and diameter d:

v ≈ b2d . (1.17)

2. Good solvents, as the name suggests, are characterized by the chain readily dissolving
and swelling in the solvent. The effective repulsion between monomers stems from
the domination of the repulsive part of the potential over the small attractive well
in U(r), which is modulated by temperature.

0 < v < b2d (1.18)

3. Theta solvents are defined by the repulsive and attractive forces exactly balancing
each other, such that v = 0 and the chain behaves nearly ideal. This can happen at
the characteristic θ-temperature of the solvent or in the melt state, where the whole
volume is occupied by monomers.

4. Poor solvents repel the polymers, leading to an effective net attraction between
monomers and the collapse of the chain. They are characterized by a negative
excluded volume

− b2d < v < 0 (1.19)

How does the excluded volume of a chain in good solvent conditions affect its confor-
mational statistics? Flory theory estimates the free energy of the polymer as a balance
between the repulsion energy between monomers and the entropic loss due to the con-
formational changes. In a good solvent with v > 0, the polymer will be swollen with
respect to an ideal chain R > Rideal = bN1/2. If we assume a homogeneous distribution
of monomers within the pervaded volume R3, the probability of a monomer occupying
the excluded volume of another is given by the ratio of excluded volume v to volume
accessible to a monomer pv = v

(R3/N) . The energetic cost associated with the exclusion
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of a monomer is kBT , such that it amounts to kBTpv per monomer. Thus, the energetic
contribution to the free energy is

Fexcl ≈ kBTv
N2

R3 . (1.20)

The entropic contribution can be estimated by the free energy of stretching an ideal chain
to an end-to-end distance R we derived earlier in Section 1.4.1 (Equation 1.15). The total
free energy then amounts to the sum of the energetic and entropic terms

F = Fexcl + Fent ≈ kBT

(
v
N2

R3 + R2

Nb2

)
. (1.21)

Minimizing the free energy with respect to the size R of the chain, yields

∂F

∂R
= kBT

(
−3vN

2

R4
F

+ 2 RF

Nb2

)
!= 0 (1.22)

RF ≈ v1/5b2/5N3/5 . (1.23)

The simple estimation R ∼ N ν with the Flory exponent ν = 3/5 = 0.6 is in good agree-
ment with both experimental data and computational studies of self-avoiding walks on
lattices, which are random walks that never visit an already visited site again. What is
puzzling is that the theory works so well even though it relies on two erroneous assump-
tions. For one, it overestimates the energetic contribution, because it neglects correlations
between monomers. Furthermore, the conformational entropy is assumed to be the same
as for an ideal chain. However, conformations of real and ideal chains differ qualitatively,
as the scaling R ∼ N ν (with ν > 0.5 as in the ideal case) also holds for segments of the
chain because of the polymer’s self-similarity. More sophisticated theories predict a scal-
ing exponent of ν ∼= 0.588, which in most experiments (and also computer simulations) is
indistinguishable from the exponent νF = 3/5 = 0.6.

The fractal dimension D = 1/ν of a polymer is important in deriving predictions
about its physical properties that rely on its intramolecular conformations. But how
do we extract it? By means of scattering experiments at high dilution (which will be
discussed in a bit more detail in the next section), we can determine the form factor of a
polymer

w(q) = 1
N

∑
j,k

eiq·(rj−rk) = 1
N

[
1 +

∫
g(r)eiq·r

]
, (1.24)

It can be expressed as the Fourier transform of the pair correlation function g(r), which is
the probability of finding another monomer at a distance r from any given monomer with
respect to a homogeneous distribution. If the polymer is a fractal, such that r ∼ nν , or
equivalently, n ∼ rD, holds for intermediate length scales b < r < Rg, we can approximate
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the pair correlation function in this regime as the ratio between monomers found within
the volume r3 and the monomers that would be found within this volume in a homogeneous
distribution

g(r) ≈ nfractal

nhom
∼ rD

r3 ∼ rD−3 . (1.25)

With this approximation, Equation 1.24 can be solved exactly and we find that the form
factor scales with the fractal dimension D in what is called the fractal regime R−1

g . q .

b−1 as
w(q) ∼

(
q
√
〈R2

g〉
)−D

. (1.26)

1.5 Experimental Charaterization of SCNPs
Putting the cartoon to the test

While the collapse of a linear precursor to a globular nanoparticle via the cross-linking
of reactive groups might seem conceptually simple, as scientists we have to ask how close
this simple picture (as illustrated in Figure 1.3) comes to the truth. Do the functional
reactive groups efficiently form purely intermolecular cross-links? How does the size of
the synthesized SCNPs decrease with respect to the precursors? What intramolecular
structure do SCNPs adopt? Are they the soft, globular nano-objects we imagine? Fortu-
nately, a variety of techniques are at the physicist’s and chemist’s disposal to answer just
these questions. In case we find discrepancies between our anticipated outcome and the
experimental measurements, we can combine the results with computer simulations and
theoretical models to understand the underlying molecular mechanisms. In the follow-
ing we will give a short review of the most common techniques employed to characterize
SCNPs and the insights gained from them.

The first step in SCNP characterization is ensuring that the cross-linking reaction has
successfully completed. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) acts on atomic nuclei with an
intrinsic nuclear magnetic moment called a spin (such as 1H, 13C, or 15N), which orients
in a strong external magnetic field. Upon application of a short transversal magnetic
pulse with a specific resonance frequency, the spin can flip, entering a higher energy state,
and relax back to its ground state with a characteristic relaxation time. The resonance
frequency of the nucleus depends on its local environment, a feature which can be exploited
to monitor the chemical modification of the SCNP precursor through the formation of
bonds. These chemical changes become visible as chemical shifts in the NMR spectra
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during the synthesis [58, 47]. Furthermore, NMR can determine the mobility of chain
segments through the spin-spin relaxation time. As such, increasing amounts of cross-
links present have been shown to correlate with reduced molecular mobility within the
molecule in SCNPs that form coumarin dimers upon photoactivation [82, 53].

After the synthesis is completed, we need to probe the production of true single-chain
nanoparticles (i.e. the absence of intermolecular aggregates) and the collapse of the chain
with respect to the precursor. In size exclusion chromatography (SEC) [83], a type of
liquid chromatography, a sample solution is forced through a column containing tightly
packed porous particles, typically porous silica spheres. The relation of the pore size to
the sample size determines the ability of the sample molecules to penetrate the pores
[84]. The smaller the molecules, the easier it is for them to enter the pores, which re-
sults in a longer retention time and qualitative separation of molecules according to their
hydrodynamic radius Rh [85]. Therefore, SEC can also verify that no aggregation has
taken place during the cross-linking process and possible aggregates of two or more chains
can be isolated. SEC is routinely combined with other characterization techniques such
as dynamic light scattering (DLS) [86, 87] or multi-angle light scattering (MALS) [27].
In DLS, temporal fluctuations of scattered light due to constructive and destructive in-
terference are measured, which stem from the translational diffusion D of the particle.
Assuming Brownian motion and spherical shapes, the hydrodynamic radius can be deter-
mined through the Stokes-Einstein relation D = kBT

6πηRh
, where η denotes the viscosity. In

MALS, the scattered light is statically measured at many angles to determine the angular
dependency of the scattered intensity, which can thus yield quantitative measurements of
the molecular weight via an extrapolation to 0°.

A compilation of literature results utilizing size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and
dynamic light scattering (DLS) to determine the hydrodynamic radii of SCNPs and their
respective precursors was presented in Ref. [88]. It found that the data can be well
described by a simple scaling law RSCNP

H = k(Rprecursor
H )ν/νF , where νF = 0.59 is the Flory

exponent and ν = 0.48. As explained in Section 1.4, the significantly reduced exponent
ν < νF reveals that the resulting SCNP adopt more compact conformations than their
precursors, which exhibit self-avoiding behavior in good solvent conditions. However, it
is far from the limit expected for dense spherical objects, ν = 1/3.

Deeper insights into the intramolecular structure of polymers can be obtained by
scattering experiments. During such experiments, an incident beam of particles (most
commonly photons or neutrons) interacts with the sample, and is thus deflected with an
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angle θ. Individual probe particles exchange momentum with different atoms within the
sample and their individual paths create interference. As such, the scattered intensity in
a particular direction, characterized by the wavevector q = 4πn

λ
sin

(
θ
2

)
, depends on the

distances Rj −Ri between atoms in the sample,

I(q) ∼
∑
i,j

eq·(Rj−Ri) . (1.27)

Thus, small wavevectors probe the distributions of atoms at large length scales and big
wavevectors can resolve atomic fluctuations. Since it depends on the wavelength λ of the
incident beam, high energy sources such as X-rays or neutrons can resolve structural de-
tails on the chain segment level, while low energy sources such as DLS can only determine
the average dimensions of a polymer.

Experimental investigations by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) have been carried out for SCNPs obtained through Michael addi-
tion (Mi-SCNPs) and Cu-complexation (Cu-SCNPs) [34, 89]. In high dilution, scattering
is solely determined by the form factors of the molecules. They were found to scale as
w(q) ∼ q−1/ν with exponents ν ≈ 0.45 and ν ≈ 0.55 for Mi-SCNPs and Cu-SCNPs,
respectively. The average internal structure elucidated in this way is consistent with the
scaling of the hydrodynamic radii determined by SEC and DLS.

The fractal dimension ν ≈ 0.5 found consistently via a range of different methods
across different polymer and bond chemistries has finally led to a sobering realization: The
image of a neatly folded globular nanoparticle must be further from the truth than pioneers
in the field of single-chain technology had hoped for. While ν ≈ 0.5 represents a collapse
relative to the polymer precursor, which adopts self-avoiding conformations characterized
by the Flory exponent νF in good solvent conditions, it is far from homogeneous spheres
(ν = 1/3) or the ordered native folded state of proteins (ν ≈ 0.29, close to the exponent
1/4 expected for the form factor of dense impenetrable spheres that originates from surface
Porod scattering) [90].

Interestingly, however, the apparent scaling exponent of SCNPs constitutes a remark-
able similarity with intrinsically disordered proteins, whose intramolecular structure also
leads to ν ≈ 0.5 [91, 92, 93, 94]. Their most distinctive feature, to which they owe their
denomination, is their refusal to crystallize. Thus they elude structural characterization
via biology’s power house technology of the 20th century, X-ray crystallography. As a
consequence, they have puzzled biologists for a long time and called into question the
structure-function paradigm. Fortunately, advances in NMR technology and clever ex-
perimental designs have made it possible to uncover the structural details of some IDPs,
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although the library of determined protein structures is still strongly dominated by crys-
tallizable globular proteins.

What was found is that the term ‘disordered’ was unjustified: While lacking a static,
well-defined 3D structures, except for some rare exceptions all IDPs do show some de-
gree of secondary structure (α-helices and β-sheets) and the presence of compact folded
domains. In contrast to globular proteins, however, their ordered domains are sepa-
rated by flexible segments lacking in secondary structure [95, 96, 97]. This gives them
the ability to respond quickly to environmental changes and bind to a variety of cellu-
lar targets. Furthermore, as a consequence of their malleability, interactions with inert
crowding molecules or specific interactions with target molecules can substantially affect
their dynamic and associative properties [98, 99, 100].

1.6 Computer Simulations of SCNPs
Unraveling the molecular origin of the sparse

topologies

Does the apparent structural similarity between IDPs and SCNPs suggested by the simi-
lar fractal dimension D = 1/ν manifest itself in the conformational ensembles of SCNPs?
How far do their similarities extend and can insights about the structure and dynamics of
SCNPs in complex environments, which are not easily probed for IDPs, serve as simple
models for general behaviors of IDPs as well? The experimental techniques discussed so
far cannot answer these questions. The random cross-linking of the SCNP precursor re-
sults in an intrinsical structural polydispersity with a distribution of different topologies.
Experiments working with solutions containing such a variety of different SCNPs neces-
sarily produce average values of any investigated characteristic. This is were computer
simulations come into play.

In molecular dynamics simulations, the motion of molecules can be followed directly as
they evolve with time according to Newton’s equations of motion. Any quantity of interest
can then be calculated directly from the ensemble of positions and velocities generated
during the course of the simulation. The level of detail captured depends on the model
used and ranges from atomistic to mesoscopic (i.e. chain segments) for the relevant models
in polymer physics. In the field of single-chain nanoparticles, first computer simulations
were performed in 2008 of a united-atom model for polystyrene precursors [101] with
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randomly placed benzocyclobutene groups [102, 103, 104]. Preliminary investigations
into semiflexible and flexible bead-spring models for SCNPs were carried out as well. The
simulations revealed that synthesis in good solvent conditions results in SCNPs of sparse
conformations rather than compact structures.

The value of computer simulations for the understanding of the molecular mechanism
underlying the formation of sparse structures in SCNPs has been shown by Moreno et
al. in Ref. [105]. Employing a coarse-grained bead-spring model that does not account
for the specific chemistry of the polymer backbone or the functional groups, but retains
the essential ingredients of polymer physics, monomer excluded volume and chain connec-
tivity, the authors explored a broad range of polymerization degrees N and fractions of
reactive groups f = Nr/N . They were able to show that data from different parameters
for the average squared radius of gyration R collapse onto a master curve following the
scaling 〈R2

g〉/b2 = N2ν . The number of cross-links only affected the effective segment
length b. The study was followed by a subsequent paper [106] analysing the structure
via the calculation of the intramolecular form factors, w(q) ∼ q−1/ν . In both cases, the
scaling exponent found ν ≈ 0.5 was significantly reduced with respect to the self-avoiding
Flory exponent of νF = 0.59.

The advantage of molecular dynamics simulations lies in the fact that apart from
calculating ensemble averages, it allows for a visual inspection and characterization of
individual molecules. With their help, the underlying physical mechanism for the preva-
lence of sparse topologies could be elucidated: The self-avoiding conformations adopted
by the precursors under good solvent conditions promote the formation of cross-links be-
tween reactive monomers separated by short contour distances. Long-range loops, which
are necessary for global compaction, on the other hand, occur very infrequently as they
require large reorientations of the precursor chain to bring far apart monomers into close
proximity, allowing them to cross-link.

And what about the similarities between SCNPs and intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs)? In Ref. [106], individual SCNPs were characterized according to their ‘domains’,
defined as clusters of loops formed during the synthesis procedure. A broad distribution
of domain sizes was found, along with a correlation between an SCNP’s shape, the size
of its biggest domain and its relative deformability. The presence of locally compact
domains separated by flexible linker segments supports the analogy between IDPs and
SCNPs and could make the latter a viable model for studying general (non-specific) re-
sponses of the former in complex environments, such as steric crowding and shear flow.
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Indeed, investigations by computer simulations complemented by X-ray and neutron scat-
tering experiments of SCNPs in the presence of inert crowders, revealed an interesting
collapse behavior to crumpled globular structures, a striking difference with respect to
linear polymers [106, 107].

1.7 Aim and Organization

The general aim of this thesis is to deepen our understanding of the structural and dy-
namical properties of single-chain nanoparticles in poorly understood or even unexplored
complex environments: crowding conditions and shear flows. Computer simulations are
employed as a tool to calculate observables that can either not be accessed through ex-
periments or are indirectly obtained from them on the basis of approximations or model
assumptions. Furthermore, the possibility of investigating single SCNPs with a specific
topology instead of the averages of a polydisperse mixture produced by experiments al-
lows us to pose the fundamental question of the role of polymer topology in the resulting
structure and dynamics.

One of the main objectives of single-chain technology today is to envision and suc-
cessfully implement new synthesis methods that circumvent the production of sparse
topologies (as in the standard synthesis protocol at high dilution) and instead reliably
lead to globular nanoparticles. We propose a novel synthesis protocol based on a change
in precursor architecture and performing the cross-linking procedure under crowding con-
ditions.

The high number of degrees of freedom present in polymers lead to complex dynamic
behaviors under flow conditions that substantially depend on topology. The topologi-
cally polydisperse character of SCNPs might lead to non-trivial responses under shear
that stem from the presence of various underlying dynamics at different time scales in
SCNP mixtures. To elucidate the role of SCNP topology under homogeneous shear flow,
we perform hybrid molecular dynamics simulations including hydrodynamic interaction
of various single SCNPs. We complement these with simulations of polydisperse and
monodisperse mixtures in the semi-dilute regime.

In recent years, reversible SCNPs have gained increased attention due to their greater
responsiveness to external stimuli. However, theoretical investigations into the interplay
between intramolecular and intermolecular bonds, which are bound to occur in semi-dilute
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solutions, are lacking at this point. Here, we aim to provide a preliminary investigation
into the potential for gel formation in systems of reversible SCNPs that mimic reversible
covalent bonds.

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce the polymer model
and the associated potentials and constraints used in this work. Furthermore, we explain
the theoretical background and the implementation of the employed simulation methods,
Molecular Dynamics, Langevin Dynamics and Multi-particle Collision Dynamics. Chap-
ter 3 proposes a novel synthesis protocol based on a change from linear to ring polymer
precursors and performing the cross-linking procedure under crowding conditions. In
Chapter 4, we present extensive computational investigations of the structural and dy-
namical response of SCNPs to homogeneous shear flows, at the single-molecule level and
in the semi-dilute regime. Chapter 5 reports the gel formation in reversibly cross-linking
polymers. Finally, we summarize the results and end with our conclusions and outlooks
for the future of single-chain technology.
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2.1 Introduction

Beginning with the advent of the first computers, simulations have emerged as the invalu-
able third pillar of the natural sciences, bridging the gap between theory and experiments.
Today they are successfully being employed from the smallest to the biggest length and
time scales: from resolving electronic structures by quantum ab initio methods, modeling
the response of cells through the interaction between thousands of proteins by network
analysis to tracing the expansion of the universe. It is impossible to name a topic in
physics, chemistry or biology to which computer simulations have not made major con-
tributions.

On a very general level, simulations can broadly be divided into two categories: (i)
methods that propagate the system in time according to specified interaction potentials
and thus produce a ‘trajectory’ of the system, and (ii) methods that produce an ensem-
ble of conformations of the system with the correct statistical distribution, but provide
no dynamical information. Molecular dynamics (MD) is the simplest and best known
example of the former, while Monte Carlo (MC) represents the archetype of the latter.

In polymer physics, a particular challenge for the modeling via computer simulation
is the hierarchy of length and time-scales present in polymeric systems: On the lower
end, atomic vibrations governed by the specific chemistry of the monomers occur on the
scale of Ångström and sub-picoseconds. On an intermediate level, the connectivity of
the polymer backbone leads to entanglements, which form on the scale of nanometers and
nanoseconds. The movement of a typical polymer of micrometer size through a dense melt
via reptation occurs during milliseconds. Finally, self-assembly processes, which depend
on the interplay between various low-energy interactions and entropical costs, can take
even longer to reach their equilibrium state.

Therefore, depending on the process under investigation and the level of detail neces-
sary to understand it, a certain degree of coarse-graining is usually employed in simulations
of polymeric systems. This involves reducing the degrees of freedom in the system by ei-
ther constraining certain movements or replacing the atoms by abstract ‘beads’. These
can represent a single carbon atom together with its hydrogens, the center-of-mass of sev-
eral backbone atoms (e.g. a monomer unit) or even a bigger polymer segment, such as a
whole Kuhn length. The specific potentials governing the interactions between these new
‘beads’ are optimized to quantitatively describe the structural and dynamical properties
on the length and time scale of interest.
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In this thesis, we employ Molecular Dynamics simulations, and extensions thereof, as
our main tool for elucidating the structural and dynamical properties of polymer solutions.
The models we use to describe the polymers as well as their interactions shall be introduced
next in this chapter, followed by a detailed explanation of the algorithms and simulation
methods that define the rules according to which the system is propagated in time.

2.2 Coarse-grained Bead-Spring Model

The simulations presented in this thesis are all based upon the same model of both the
polymeric precursors as well as the cross-linked single-chain nanoparticles. The precursor
polymers consist of a number N of monomers attached to each other in a linear fashion.
A fraction f = Nr/N of these beads is reactive, meaning they can cross-link with other
reactive groups to form irreversible or reversible bonds. In terms of the interactions
between monomers, we follow the well-established Gremer-Krest model [1], which treats a
polymer as a coarse-grained chain consisting of beads and springs. Good solvent conditions
are implicitly provided by subjecting all monomers to an effective repulsive Lennard-Jones
potential, i.e.:

ULJ(r) = 4ε
[(
σ

r

)12
−
(
σ

r

)6
+ 1

4

]
, (2.1)

with a cutoff distance rc = 21/6σ, at which both the potential and the corresponding forces
are continuous. Neighboring monomers along the polymeric backbone interact with each
other via a finitely-extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential of the following form:

UFENE(r) = −εKFR
2
0 ln

[
1−

(
r

R0

)2
]
, (2.2)

with KF = 15 and R0 = 1.5. Combining LJ and FENE potentials in this way results in a
deep energy minimum at r ≈ σ, which defines the bead size of each monomer. Potentials
2.1 and 2.2 further guarantee that chains are unable to cross each other and limit the
fluctuation of bonds. Since the polymer is modeled as a fully flexible chain without
bending or torsion energies, each bead qualitatively represents a Kuhn length [2] of a
real polymer, which is typically around 6-10 Å in common polymers. Unless otherwise
specified, simulations were carried out employing standard LJ units, ε = σ = m = 1 (with
m being the monomer mass), setting the energy, length and time (τ =

√
σ2m/ε ≈ 1ps

[1]) scales, respectively.

The reactive monomeric species can form either irreversible (as in irreversible SCNPs,
Chapters 3, 4) or reversible bonds (as in reversible SCNPs forming physical gels, Chapter
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5). The former are modeled via the same FENE potential as monomers along the polymer
backbone. In the case of reversible bonds, the interaction takes the form of a Morse
potential for the duration of a given bond:

U rev(r) = K
[
2e(r0−r) − e2(r0−r)

]
, (2.3)

where the parameter K governs the bond strength through modulating the energy barrier
that has to be overcome in order to break the bond, and r0 is chosen such that the
minimum of the sum of non-bonded and bonded interactions for both irreversible and
reversible bonds is similar in intensity and position. Figure 2.1 shows the total interaction
between two bonded monomers for the FENE case and for several realizations of the
Morse potential. In the simulations of Chapter 5 we used K = 29.6, r0 = 1.448 and
K = 33.7, r0 = 1.477.
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Figure 2.1: Sum of bonded and non-bonded potentials in both the irreversible (FENE) and reversible
case with different bond strengths K.

2.3 The Cross-linking Process

Cross-linking in our simulations is supposed to mimic a chemical reaction that takes place
between two reactive groups when they approach each other. However, this process is sim-
plified in several ways. We treat cross-links as isotropic and monofunctional. As such,
each reactive monomer can only form one bond and in the irreversible case, once formed,
such a bond cannot be broken. No directionality is imposed to the bonding process: at any
given time, unbonded reactive monomers can cross-link if they are separated by less than
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the ”capture distance” rc = 1.3σ, regardless of their orientation. Should more than one
cross-link be possible for a particular monomer, one of the candidate bonds is chosen ran-
domly. Once a bond is formed, in the irreversible case the two involved monomers interact
via the FENE potential introduced in Equation 2.2 for the remainder of the simulation. It
should be noted that the assumption of isotropic cross-links is adequate to model systems
with relatively long side groups that can perform broad rotations. Otherwise directional
constraints (e.g., through ‘patchy’ interactions [3, 4, 5]) should be included to have a more
realistic model.

2.4 Reversible Bond Formation and Breakage

Our goal in coming up with a model for a reversible equivalent of the irreversibly cross-
linked single-chain nanoparticles was to mimic the character of the irreversible bonds
as closely as possible. To this end, we enforce monofunctionality by keeping a list of
bonds and we use the same method of bond formation, i.e. a bond is formed if two
currently unbonded reactive monomers are within each other’s capture distance rc = 1.3σ.
Subsequently, they interact via the Morse potential given by Equation 2.3. Such a bond
can be broken again, if, at a given time-step, the two involved monomers are separated by
more than the capture distance rc. The likelihood of such a bond-breaking event, and thus
also the average lifetime of bonds, is governed by the effective activation energy, given
by the potential difference at rc and at the potential minimum (see Figure 2.1). When
a bond is broken, the two involved monomers are free to react again, with each other or
different partners, once they encounter reactive monomers within the capture distance.

2.5 Molecular Dynamics

In Molecular Dynamics simulations, the time evolution of a system of N interacting atoms
or coarse-grained ‘beads’ is calculated deterministically according to Newton’s equations
of motion,

mi
d2ri(t)

dt2 = F i(t) with i = 1, . . . , N , (2.4)

where mi, ri(t) denote the mass and position of a given bead i and F i(t) is the total force
acting on said bead at a given time t. It is given by the negative gradient of the total
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potential energy function U with respect to bead i,

F i = −∇riU(r1, . . . , rN) =
(
∂U

∂xi
,
∂U

∂yi
,
∂U

∂zi

)
. (2.5)

Together with the initial coordinates and velocities of the beads, the choice of the poten-
tials governing the interactions between individual MD beads thus completely determines
the time evolution of the system in theory. However, since Newton’s equations of motion
are continuous, while CPUs are inherently digital and resources are limited, MD sim-
ulations solve these equations numerically by integration. How accurately a particular
algorithm follows the ‘true’ trajectory of the system depends on the time-step and the
order of the integration scheme. In this thesis, we employ the Velocity-Verlet algorithm
[6, 7] to evolve the positions and velocities of the beads in the system, i.e.

ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t)∆t+ F i(t)
2m ∆t2 , (2.6)

vi(t+ ∆t) = vi(t) + 1
2m (F i(t) + F i(t+ ∆t)) ∆t . (2.7)

At first glance, this appears to involve two force calculations per time-step, but in prac-
tice only one additional force calculation is needed in the beginning of the simulation. At
each step, the algorithm performs the following operations:
1. update the velocities with the old forces (half step):

vi(t+ ∆t/2) = vi(t) + 1
2mF i(t)∆t , (2.8)

2. update the positions (full step):

ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t+ ∆t/2)∆t , (2.9)

3. recalculate the forces with the new positions, and finally

4. update the velocities with the new forces (half step):

vi(t+ ∆t) = vi(t+ ∆t/2) + 1
2mF i(t+ ∆t)∆t . (2.10)

The computationally most expensive task in MD simulation is the calculation of the
pair-wise additive forces, since it amounts to evaluating N(N − 1)/2 distances and inter-
action potentials. However, since all of our potential energy functions are short-ranged
and cut-off at a certain distance rc, only beads within a radius of rc contribute to the
force acting on a specific bead. To speed up our calculations by limiting the amount of
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force calculations, we use cell-lists [8] or Verlet lists [6, 7], depending on performance for a
particular problem. Cell lists are constructed by dividing the simulation box into smaller
cells of lattice constant l ≥ rc, such that only beads belonging to one of the 27 neigh-
boring cells (for a cubic box in 3 dimensions) have to be taken into account in the force
calculation. These cell lists can also be used to fill a Verlet list for each bead, denoting
the indices of neighboring beads within a distance rv slightly larger than rc. These can
then be used instead of cell lists for the force calculations for several steps and only have
to be updated whenever any bead has been displaced by more than rv − rc since the last
construction of Verlet lists. One of the two methods or a combination of both of them was
used in the different simulations reported in the following Chapters. Single Verlet lists
are convenient for small systems (∼ O(102) particles) and were used for the cross-linking
of isolated SCNPs (Chapter 4). The simulations of big systems (∼ O(104) − O(105)) in
equilibrium (for example cross-linking under crowding in Chapters 2.3 or gel formation in
Chapter 5) used a combination of cell and Verlet lists. The simulations under shear flow
(Chapter 4) only used cell lists. The use of Verlet lists in such simulations is inefficient
since the list needs to be updated very frequently in regions of the box where shear flows
lead to large displacements per time-step.

2.6 Langevin Dynamics

In classic MD simulations, solvent molecules would be explicitly included as smaller and
lighter beads with specific interactions between each other and with the solute beads.
However, in most scenarios in soft matter and polymer physics, the specific details of the
trajectory of the solvent molecules is not of interest. At the same time, however, their
effect on the polymer dynamics can not be neglected. A further complication arises from
the disparate length and time scales of solvent and solute, the former of which can be
orders of magnitude smaller than the latter and thus would explode computational cost
if the solvent were to be included explicitly in the simulation.

To circumvent this problem, several methods have been designed to alter the Molecular
Dynamics simulation in such a way that the effect of the solvent is considered without
dramatically increasing computing time. One of the most widely used of these techniques
is Langevin Dynamics (LD) [9], which adds frictional and random force terms to Newton’s
equations of motion to account for the collisions between solvent and solute. The resulting
Langevin equation reads
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mi
d2ri(t)

dt2 = F i(t)− γmi
dri(t)

dt +Ri(t) (2.11)

where γ denotes the friction coefficient, which is proportional to the viscosity of the
solvent. The random force term Ri(t) is an uncorrelated stationary Gaussian process
of zero mean 〈Rα

i (t)〉 = 0 and variance 〈Rα
i (t)Rβ

j (t′)〉 = 2γmkBTδijδαβδ(t − t′). Apart
from introducing friction in the system, Langevin Dynamics also acts as a thermostat
to keep the system at a constant temperature T through the random force. Its limiting
distribution corresponds to a canonical ensemble (NV T ).

The Langevin equations of motion can easily be implemented as an extension of the
Velocity Verlet algorithm by introducing a ‘fluctuation’ after the first velocity half step
(Equation 2.8). The complete set of equations then amounts to

ṽi(t+ ∆t/2) = vi(t) + ∆t
2mF i(t) , (2.12)

v′i = e−γ∆tṽi +
√

2γkBT
mi

R(1)
i , (2.13)

ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) + 1− e−γ∆t

γ
ṽi +

√
2kBT
γmi

R(2)
i . (2.14)

vi(t+ ∆t) = v′i + ∆t
2mF i(t+ ∆t) . (2.15)

The vectors R1 and R2 are given by R
(1)α
i

R(2)α
i

 =


√
τ2 0

τ1−τ2√
τ2

√
∆t− τ2

1
τ2

 ·
 Ω(1)α

i

Ω(2)α
i

 (2.16)

where α denotes Cartesian components and τk = (1− e−kγ∆t)/(kγ). The quantities Ω(1)a
i

are independent Gaussian random variables of zero mean and variance 1. For a detailed
derivation of the algorithm, the reader is referred to the original article introducing the
method, Reference [10].

2.7 Multiparticle Collision Dynamics

While Langevin Dynamics accounts for friction between solvent and solute and energy ex-
change with a heat bath, it does not correctly resolve hydrodynamic interactions for dense
solvents. In dilute and semi-dilute solutions of polymers, the hydrodynamic interactions
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are not screened by the much stronger excluded volume interactions, and can strongly
affect or even dominate the dynamics of the macromolecules [11, 12]. For example, the
exclusion or inclusion of hydrodynamic interactions determines the differences between
the Rouse [13] and the Zimm [14] model describing the dynamics of ideal chains. Several
meso-scale simulation methods have been developed to accurately describe the build-up
and propagation of hydrodynamic information. Widely used examples include lattice
methods such as Lattice-Boltzmann [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and lattice gas automata [20], as
well as particle based approaches such as Dissipative Particle Dynamics [21, 22, 23, 24]
and Multi-particle Collision Dynamics [25, 26, 27].

Multi-particle Collision Dynamics (MPC) has received growing attention over the last
decade, especially due to the relative ease with which it can be implemented on highly
parallelized GPU architectures [28]. It is a particle-based simulation method for hydro-
dynamic problems, which reproduces Navier-Stokes behaviour on long time and length
scales. For dilute and semi-dilute polymer solutions, it yields the correct dynamic be-
havior as predicted by the Zimm model [29]. First introduced by Malevanets and Kapral
in 1999 [25, 26], it has since been extended and applied to a broad variety of physical,
chemical and even biological systems, from macromolecules in simple solvents [30] and
fluids with complex boundary conditions [31] to viscoelastic fluids [32].

In Multi-particle Collision Dynamics, the fluid is modeled as N point-like particles,
each of which corresponds to a volume of the fluid that is big compared to a single sol-
vent molecule but small compared to the system size V = LxLyLz. The MPC procedure
consists of two consecutive steps, which are repeated at each given time-step of the sim-
ulation: a streaming step, in which the particles move ballistically and independently of
each other, and a collision step, in which the particles interact to exchange momentum
and thus propagate the hydrodynamic information through the system [20, 33, 34]. In
the following, a short description of the algorithm and the variants thereof used in this
thesis, is given.

2.7.1 Stochastic Rotation Dynamics

Over the years, many variants of Multi-particle Collision dynamics have been developed.
Especially the momentum exchange during the collision step can be implemented in
different ways. In the work of this thesis, the most common technique, sometimes termed
Stochastic Rotation Dynamics [35], is employed. It proceeds as follows. During the
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streaming step, the position of each fluid particle is propagated in time according to
ballistic motion:

ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t)∆t (2.17)

When employing any type of boundaries in the simulation – such as walls, periodic bound-
ary conditions, etc. –, their effects have to be applied immediately after this step (see
Section 2.7.4). In the subsequent collision step, the system is spatially divided into Ncell

cubic cells with lattice constant a and the particles are sorted into these cells according
to their current positions. Each cell is then treated independently and particles within
a given cell exchange momentum while conserving the total linear momentum, mass and
energy of the system. This is achieved by applying a stochastic rotation on the relative
particle velocities:

vi(t+ ∆t) = vi(t) + (R(β)− 1) (vi(t)− vcm(t))

= vcm(t) + R(β) (vi(t)− vcm(t)) (2.18)

where vcm is the center-of-mass velocity of the specific cell, i.e.

vcm =
∑
i∈cell mivi∑
i∈cell mi

= 1
Nc

∑
i∈cell

vi , (2.19)

where the latter simplification holds only if all particles are of the same mass.

The matrix R(β) describes a rotation around a unit vector b = (bx, by, bz)T by the
angle β, which is a constant parameter of the algorithm. The rotation axis b is chosen
randomly at each step for each cell j by uniformly sampling from a 2-sphere S2 of radius
1. Two numbers φ ∈ [0, 2π] and ϑ ∈ [−1, 1] are drawn from uniform distributions of the
given intervals and then subjected to the following set of transformations, yielding the
components bα of the unit vector b

bx =
√

1− ϑ2 cosφ (2.20)

by =
√

1− ϑ2 sinφ (2.21)

bz = ϑ (2.22)

Defining c = cos β and s = sin β, the rotation operator takes on the form

R(β) =



b2
x + (1− b2

x)c bxby(1− c)− bzs bxbz(1− c) + bys

bxby(1− c) + bzs b2
y + (1− b2

y)c bybz(1− c)− bxs

bxbz(1− c)− bys bybz(1− c) + bxs b2
z + (1− b2

z)c


(2.23)
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Malevanets and Kapral have found an H-theorem for this algorithm, stating that the
equilibrium distribution of particle velocities is Maxwellian as well as that the correct
hydrodynamic behaviour is produced [25]. The size a of the cells should reflect a typical
shortest length scale of interest in the system. In the case of polymers, it is usually chosen
to coincide with the size of a polymer bead or the equilibrium extension of a backbone
bond. In this way, on average only one monomer will interact with a specific cell and a
sufficient resolution of hydrodynamic interactions is achieved.

2.7.2 Grid Shift

The sorting of particles into cells and their exchanging of momentum introduces corre-
lations between them, which should decay fast to satisfy the assumption of molecular
chaos. This is not the case, however, if the particles’ mean free path λ = ∆t

√
kBT/m is

small compared to the lattice constant a of the cells, i.e. for small time-steps or at low
temperatures. For λ� a, particles are likely to stay in their current cell and interact with
the same collision partners over several simulation steps, leading to the build-up of these
correlations. This effect is problematic, because it violates Galilean invariance. This can
be illustrated with a simple thought experiment. Consider what happens if we take the
view of a moving observer with constant velocity relative to the fluid. This is equivalent to
imposing a homogeneous flow field V on the system: The stronger the velocity gradient of
V , the more particles would leave their current cell and enter a new one at each step. This
means that the strength of the imposed flow essentially reduces the correlations within
different cells. Thus, the transport properties of the system would depend on the flow
field V and Galilean invariance would be destroyed.

To restore Galilean invariance, we have to make sure that particles exchange momen-
tum with a different group at each time step and correlations decay fast. A simple way
to achieve this is to shift the sorting grid by a random vector d with components in the
interval [−a/2, a/2] at each time-step [34, 35]. Figure 2.2 illustrates this procedure. Note
that this is equivalent to shifting the particles in the direction −d before sorting and
shifting them back to their original positions after the collision. Due to the random grid
shift, particles are now grouped into different collision environments at each time-step
and interact with different neighbors, regardless of their mean free path.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the grid shift procedure in 2D. Initial cells are coloured black, while cells shifted
by the random vector d are coloured purple. The particles belonging to one exemplary box are coloured
green to show how boundary conditions are applied. Reproduced from [36]

2.7.3 Maxwell-Boltzmann Scaling Thermostat

The stochastic rotation dynamics variant of MPC conserves energy, mass and volume (see
Section 2.7.1), and thus results in statistics corresponding to a microcanonical (NV E)
ensemble. However, in the context of this thesis, it is necessary to simulate a canonical
(NV T ) ensemble, i.e. we want to keep the system at a constant temperature T . Sim-
ulations in the canonical ensemble are not only more comparable to experiments, but
thermal fluctuations are also necessary to efficiently sample the energy landscape of a
system. Furthermore, the presence of external fields, such as the homogeneous shear flow
studied in Chapter 4, leads to viscous heating and thus requires a method for control-
ling the temperature. For the simulations in this work, the Maxwell-Boltzmann Scaling
thermostat [37], a local cell-level velocity rescaling scheme, was employed. It ensures
that within each cell, the set of relative velocities {v} = {vi,cm|i ∈ cell} are distributed
according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

P ({v}) =
(

m

2πkBT

)3Nc/2
exp

− m

2kBT
∑
i∈cell

v2
i,cm

 , (2.24)

where Nc is the number of particles within a given cell. Summing up all possible sets of
velocities {v} that yield a particular kinetic energy Ek, i.e. ∑i∈cell

mi
2 v2

i,cm = Ek, one can
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calculate the probability density of the local kinetic energy [38]:

P (Ek) = 1
EkΓ(f/2)

(
Ek
kbT

)f/2
exp

(−Ek
kbT

)
(2.25)

Here, f = 3(Nc − 1) are the degrees of freedom within a cell and Γ(z) denotes the
gamma function, Γ(z) =

∫∞
0 xz−1e−xdx. Note that the probability density converges to a

Gaussian function with mean 〈Ek〉 = fkBT/2 and variance (∆Ek)2 = f(kBT )2/2 in the
limit Nc →∞.

At each MPC step and for each cell, the particles’ relative velocities are scaled by a
factor κ to set the kinetic energy of the cell to a new value E ′k sampled from the probability
density 2.25:

vi,cm → κvi,cm with κ =
√√√√ 2E ′k∑

i∈cell miv2
i,cm

(2.26)

2.7.4 Boundary Conditions and Shear Flow

A major advantage of the MPCD method is the vast selection of possible boundary con-
ditions that can be implemented with it. These include slip [26, 39] and no-slip boundary
conditions [40], which govern the way in which particles hitting a surface are treated, as
well as boundary conditions for simulating the bulk rather than a confined system. Only
the latter are used in this work and will be described briefly in the following.

Periodic Boundary Conditions

Periodic boundary conditions are employed in molecular dynamics simulation to address
the problem of artificial surface effects stemming from a finite system [41] . To emulate a
bulk system, the central box is considered to be replicated periodically along all principal
directions, forming an infinite lattice. As such, whenever a particle leaves the central box
crossing a particular surface, its image will enter from the opposite surface. Mathemati-
cally, this amounts to a mapping of the particle’s position r into the central box according
to

rj → r′j = rj − brj/LjcLj for j ∈ {x, y, z} (2.27)

where Lj is the side length of the central box in the j direction. Note that b c denotes
mapping to the largest previous integer (e.g. b−0.3c = −1) and as such, this results in a
system that has its origin at the lower forward left corner, i.e. rj ∈ [0, Lj).
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Lees–Edwards Boundary Conditions

Lees–Edwards boundary conditions are a method for introducing shear flow in a system
with periodic boundary conditions [42, 9, 32]. The infinite lattice system considered
when using periodic boundary conditions is subjected to a uniform shear in the x − y

plane with shear rate γ̇ = dvx
dry . This means that the layer of boxes whose origins are at

y = 0 remain stationary, while layers above and below move with a constant velocity of
vbox = (±γ̇Ly, 0, 0) in the positive and negative x-direction, respectively (see Figure 2.3).
When a particle leaves the central box in the positive y-direction, its image will enter
across the opposite surface as in periodic boundary conditions, but with an additional
displacement in the x-direction dx = −γ̇Lyt, because the layer of boxes below the central
layer has moved that amount to the left relative to the central layer. Additionally, the x-
component of its velocity will be reduced by γ̇Ly compared to the particle that has left the
box. In a similar fashion, if the particle leaves the central box in the negative y-direction,
its image will enter across the opposite surface with an additional displacement dx =
+γ̇Lyt, and a velocity increased by +γ̇Ly. Mathematically, these boundary conditions
can be expressed as

rj → r′j = rj − b
rj
Lj
cLj − δjxb

ry
Ly
cγ̇Lyt

vj → v′j = vj − δjxb
ry
Ly
cγ̇Ly

After sufficient equilibration time, this scheme will lead to a linear velocity profile
according to

vx(y) = γ̇ · y (2.28)

Note that periodic boundary conditions are recovered in the case of γ̇ = 0.
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γ̇Ly γ̇Ly

−γ̇Ly −γ̇Ly

y = 0

x

y

z

Figure 2.3: Lees–Edwards boundary conditions for homogeneous shear flow. The green spheres demon-
strate what happens when a particle leaves the central box and boundary conditions are applied. The
blue arrows indicate the average velocity profile of the fluid. Reproduced from [36]

2.7.5 Embedded Objects

In this work, we study the effect of shear flow on the properties of dilute and semidilute
polymer solutions. To incorporate such macromolecular objects into the MPC algorithm,
they simply have to be included as point particles in the collision step [30]. For a given
cell with Nm monomers of mass M and velocities V i, the calculation of the center-of-mass
velocity used in the stochastic rotation (Equation 2.18) has to be modified as follows:

vcm = m
∑Nc
i∈cell vi +M

∑Nm
i∈cell V i

Ncm+NmM
(2.29)

Between successive collisions monomers are propagated in time according to their equa-
tions of motion via an integration scheme of time-step ∆tMD (such as the velocity-verlet
algorithm used in this work), which should be smaller than the time-step ∆t of the MPC
routine. Furthermore, the average mass of fluid particles per cell should match the mass
of a monomer [43], i.e. M = 〈Nc〉m.

During the stochastic rotation, the embedded particles and the MPC particles ex-
change momenta. Since the number of MPC particles is orders of magnitude bigger than
the number of embedded particles, this interaction is generally strong enough for the
MPC particles to act as a heat bath. The introduction of a single thermostat acting on
the MPC particles alone is thus sufficient to keep the embedded objects at the desired
temperature as well.
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3.1 Introduction

Single-chain nanoparticles are obtained by the formation of irreversible bonds between
reactive groups randomly distributed along a linear precursor polymer. The collapse trig-
gered by the cross-linking process is reminiscent of the folding of proteins to their native,
functional state and has thus inspired scientists and engineers working in the field to en-
vision a vast range of potential bio-medical applications for SCNPs, such as bioimaging
[1, 2], drug delivery [3, 4] and catalysis [5, 6, 7, 8]. For many of these applications, a
soft, spherical, well defined structure with accessible cavities or pockets (for the uptake of
drugs or reactants), similar to globular proteins, is desirable. Recent studies employing
small-angle neutron and X-ray scattering (SANS and SAXS) have elucidated the true
morphology of SCNPs synthesized in good solvent conditions and high dilution. They
have revealed that, on average, they adopt open, sparse conformations [4, 6, 9, 10], which
is demonstrated by the scaling of their size R with their degree of polymerization N as
R ∼ N ν , with a scaling exponent of ν ≈ 0.5 [11]. This scaling behavior is comparable to
that of Gaussian chains in a θ-solvent, but very far from the anticipated limit of globular
spherical objects (ν = 1/3). Computer simulations have not only reproduced this result
with a very simple non-specific bead-spring model, but also discovered the underlying
mechanism for the prevalence of sparse topologies [10]. The self-avoiding conformations
adopted by the precursors under good solvent conditions promote the formation of cross-
links between reactive monomers separated by short contour distances. Long-range loops,
on the other hand, occur very infrequently as they require large reorientations of the pre-
cursor chain. Thus, the distribution resulting from the stochastic cross-linking process
is dominated by sparse topologies, characterized by local compact domains separated by
flexible segments [10, 12]. These typical morphologies are sometimes referred to as a
”pearl necklace” or ”rings-on-a-chain”. Computer simulations have furthermore proposed
various alternative synthesis routes to tackle this problem and improve control over SCNP
size and shape (Figure 3.1), a few of which shall be discussed in the following.

Orthogonal and multi-orthogonal synthesis involves the incorporation of 2 or more
distinct chemical reactive groups in the precursor molecule. These x orthogonal species
can only form bonds with others of the same type. Given that all reactive groups are
distributed randomly along the precursor backbone, an increasing number x of different
chemical species leads, for the same fraction f of total functional groups, to an increase in
the average contour distance separating two reactive groups of the same type. As such, in
principle, the formation of long-range loops should be enhanced without compromising on
the degree of local compaction. However, significant improvements in size and morphology
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Figure 3.1: Different synthesis routes for achieving globular SCNPs as proposed by simulations. Figures
adapted and reproduced from [12, 13, 14, 15]

could only be achieved for x ≥ 4 [10, 12]. Experimental realization of precursors with
such orthogonal functionality is highly nontrivial and thus far only SCNPs with x = 3
have been successfully synthesized [16].

A second route involves a change in the precursor architecture. It relies on the use of
flexible linker segments, whose ends can cross-link with reactive species along the precur-
sor backbone. The model employed in the simulation was based on the simultaneously
explored experimental system of SCNPs synthesized via photoactivated thiol-ene and
thiol-yne coupling reactions [13]. The dangling linkers are able to efficiently explore a big
part of the space occupied by the backbone and thus increase the probability of forming
long-range loops. Both computer simulations and SAXS experiments have confirmed this
assumption and have shown that the resulting SCNPs adopt more spherical conformations
with a decreased scaling exponent of ν = 0.41 [13] compared to standard SCNPs.

Finally, two experimentally accessible synthesis routes that involve the tuning of sol-
vent conditions have been proposed. These routes need to prevent aggregation of the
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precursors in bad solvent. Aggregation (and, as a consequence, intermolecular cross-
links) is indeed unavoidable at any concentration of experimental interest (even so low as
0.1 mg/ML) if the precursors move freely in the bad solvent.

In the first route, inspired by the Merrifield synthesis using solid supports [17], the
precursor is anchored to a solid substrate at a low surface density and the cross-linking
process is performed under bad solvent conditions. This induces a collapse of the pre-
cursor chain, bringing reactive groups separated by long contour distances close to each
other in space and thus enabling the formation of long-range bonds. Anchoring to the
surface prevents aggregation and occurrence of intermolecular cross-links. Furthermore,
the resulting SCNPs are globular objects in the swollen state, i.e., after cleaving them
from the surface and returning them to a good solvent. Their compactness can be tuned
by the fraction of reactive groups present in the precursor [14].

The second approach employs an amphiphilic precursor chain with inert solvophilic
and reactive solvophobic monomers. The amphiphilicity of the precursor leads to the
formation of a core-shell particle, with the bonded solvophobic groups lying buried within
an outer layer of solvophilic chain segments, preventing aggregation and intermolecular
cross-links. Interestingly, the morphology of these core-shell nanoparticles is governed
by the specific placement of the different monomer types. A random distribution of
solvophobic and solvophilic groups yields spherical structures, while a regular placement
results in elongated worm-like configurations [14]. The SCNP retains the former shapes
in the swollen state, i.e., when it is transferred to a solvent of good quality for both kinds
of monomers. Recently, this protocol has been experimentally realized in metallo-folded
SCNPs from an amphiphilic random copolymer precursor [18].

Here, we propose two novel synthesis routes: (i) changing the precursor architecture,
namely by using ring polymers, and (ii) carrying out synthesis under crowding conditions,
as well as a combination of both (ring precursors under crowding). This idea emerges from
previous studies that investigated the effect of purely steric crowders on the conformations
of fully cross-linked SCNPs. It was found [19, 20] that increasing the concentration of the
solution beyond the overlap concentration led to the collapse of the SCNPs to crumpled
globular structures [21] (reminiscent of ring polymer melts [22]). This is very different
from the well-known collapse to Gaussian random-walk conformations experienced by lin-
ear chains, and crumpling was found even for the most sparse topologies of the SCNPs
[19]. Therefore, by exploiting the former scenario, in this novel route a low fraction of
precursor molecules of either linear or ring architecture is cross-linked in the presence of
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inert crowders of the same architecture. We investigate the effect of the steric crowding by
analyzing, in dilute solution, after removing the crowders, the size and shape distributions
as well as the scaling behaviour of the resulting topologically polydisperse set of SCNPs.
We find that ring precursors are promising candidates for achieving globular morpholo-
gies already when synthesized at high dilution. Furthermore, the ring SCNPs retain, in
dilute conditions, the crumpled globular conformations adopted by their precursors under
crowding conditions.

3.2 Simulation Details

The precursor molecules as well as the synthesized SCNPs are modeled according to
the coarse-grained bead-spring model introduced in Chapter 2.2. The linear precursor
molecules consist of N = 160 monomers, whereas the ring precursors are made up of
N = 250 monomers. This degree of polymerization is chosen such that the linear and
ring precursors adopt the same radius of gyration at high dilution, i.e. Rg ≈ 10σ, and
thus allow a comparison of the size and shape characteristics across the different pre-
cursor architectures. The fraction of reactive groups, f = Nr/N , is the same for both
architectures, which corresponds to Nr = 40 for linear chains and Nr = 62 for rings.
The reactive groups are distributed randomly across the polymer contour, with the only
constraint being that at least one inert monomer has to separate two functional groups,
in order to prevent trivial cross-links between monomers that are already bonded along
the backbone.

We perform Langevin dynamics simulations at a fixed temperature of T = ε/kB = 1,
with a time-step of ∆t = 0.01σ(m/ε)1/2 and a friction coefficient of γ = 0.5. For details
of the theory and implementation of the algorithm the reader is referred to Chapter 2.6.

The simulation protocol consists of the following steps which are schematically illus-
trated in Figure 3.2:

(a) First, the reactive precursors are constructed (here a chain, colored in purple). A
fraction f of their monomers are randomly replaced by reactive groups (represented by
yellow stars), but these cannot form cross-links yet.

(b) Next, in each independent run, two of these inactive precursors are placed in a
box of fixed volume V = L3 = (100σ)3 together with inert, purely steric crowders of the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration outlining the simulation protocol of synthesizing SCNPs under crowding
conditions. (a) The precursor molecule is decorated with reactive monomers. (b) The inactive precursor
molecule is surrounded by a solution of purely steric crowders of the same architecture. (c-d) After
equilibration, the cross-linking process starts. (e) After all cross-links are formed, the crowders are
removed and the SCNP is equilibrated at high dilution.

same polymer architecture at the desired crowding density (here chains are depicted, but
the protocol is identical for ring polymers). The concentration of precursor molecules
is comparable to that used in the standard synthesis protocol. In the case of rings, we
prevent concatenations by initially constructing them as planar objects and stacking them
perpendicular to the plane of monomers comprising one ring.

(b-c) The mixture of inactive precursor molecules and crowders is now propagated in
time according to Langevin dynamics for several million steps, while we monitor static
properties such as the potential energy and the radius of gyration to ensure the system
has reached equilibrium.

(c-d) After equilibration, the cross-linking process is started in the precursor molecules
by activating the reactive groups (red stars). In experiments, this can be achieved, for
example, via photo-activated Diehls-Alder click reaction [23]. The reactive groups are
now able to form cross-links (blue stars) as described in Chapter 2.3. Briefly, these cross-
links are monofunctional and irreversible and are formed whenever two unbonded reactive
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monomers are separated by less than the capture distance rc = 1.3σ. We monitor the
number of cross-links present in the system over time and stop the simulation once all
possible links have been formed.

(d-e) After the cross-linking procedure has completed, we remove the purely steric
crowders and simulate the synthesized SCNPs at infinite dilution (ρ→ 0) in the “swollen”
state. This is done in order to compare their structural properties to those SCNPs synthe-
sized according to the standard protocol under high dilution. Furthermore, all synthesized
SCNPs are simulated in the swollen state simultaneously by coupling them to the same
Langevin thermostat to limit temperature fluctuations and provide efficient thermaliza-
tion, but intermolecular interactions are switched off. After equilibration in the swollen
state, the simulations are extended further over several million steps in order to accumu-
late configurations for the statistical time averages.

We simulate three monomer densities of crowding molecules, ρ = NNc/V = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3},
whereN is the number of monomers per polymer andNc is the number of polymers present
in the system. These values correspond to approximately 5, 10 and 15 times the overlap
concentration for both polymer architectures, respectively. The overlap concentration ρ∗

is defined as the point where the concentration of monomers in the system equals the
concentration of monomers of a single polymer within the space occupied by it at ρ→ 0,
estimated by a box whose side lengths are given by the diameter of gyration Dg0 of the
polymer, i.e. ρ∗ = N/〈Dg0〉3 ≈ 0.02.

We perform 100 independent simulation runs for each of the three crowding densities
considered, leading to the synthesis of 200 SCNPs at each density. Intermolecular cross-
links occurred, at most, in 2 of the 100 independent simulations, and can thus be seen as
negligible in experiments. These aggregated SCNPs were excluded from the subsequent
statistical analysis. Furthermore, it should be noted that in the case of ring polymers,
despite being initially non-concatenated, it is possible that the formation of intramolecular
cross-links results in concatenations between SCNPs and non-reactive rings (Figure 3.3
represents an example). This phenomena stems from the intrinsic behavior of semidilute
ring polymer solutions, in which the rings still exhibit significant interpenetration albeit
adopting compact crumpled globular conformations [22]. If a cross-link is formed while
a reactive and a non-reactive ring are interpenetrating each other, a concatenation can
develop. A few of these cases (∼ 2%) were found by visual inspection of the crowder
molecules in the vicinity of a synthesized SCNP and they were excluded from the statistical
analysis as well.
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Figure 3.3: Example of a concatenation of a ring SCNP (blue, reactive monomers colored in orange) with
a non-reactive ring polymer (green) due to the two rings interpenetrating each other in the region where
a cross-link is formed.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Precursor solutions

We first characterize the conformations adopted by the mixture of precursors and crowding
molecules after equilibration but before the cross-linking procedure has started (at this
stage, SCNP precursors and crowders are equivalent). To this end we calculate their
intramolecular form factor,

w(q) =
〈

1
N

∑
j,k

exp [iq · (rj − rk)]
〉
, (3.1)

where q is the wave vector and the sum is restricted over monomers belonging to the same
SCNP. For isotropic systems without a particular distinction between different directions,
the form factor reduces to:

w(q) =
〈

1
N

∑
j,k

sin(qrjk)
qrjk

〉
, (3.2)

where rjk =‖ rj − rk ‖ is the euclidean distance between monomers j and k. For any
fractal, and thus for any polymer, the form factor is expected to scale as [24]:

w(q) ∼ q−1/ν for 1/Rg . q . 1/b , (3.3)

where b denotes the bond length. This scaling exponent coincides with the power-law
scaling of a polymer’s size with its polymerization degree and characterizes its fractal
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Figure 3.4: Scaling exponents of the two different polymer architectures at densities ranging from ρ = 0
to ρ = 0.3. Arrows indicate the overlap density ρ∗ = N/〈Dg0〉3.

dimension. Smaller wavelengths q < 1/Rg contain information about the size of the
polymer, whereas bigger wavelengths q > 1/b probe the fluctuations of bonds.

Figure 3.4 depicts the scaling exponents ν of the polymers at various densities, which
are calculated from fits of the form factors according to Equation 3.3. At infinite dilution
both the linear chains and the rings adopt the expected Flory exponent ν ≈ νF ≈ 0.59
of self-avoiding polymers in good solvent conditions. At the highest density considered,
ρ = 0.3, the linear chains approach the scaling exponent of Gaussian chains with ν = 0.5
as expected for linear polymer melts [25, 24]. The ring polymers, on the other hand,
reach a scaling exponent of ν = 0.36, which is consistent with former simulations of ring
polymer melts [22, 26, 27]. Thus, we can assume that the concentration of crowding
molecules is high enough for the ring precursors to adopt highly collapsed conformations
and form crumpled globules.

3.3.2 Size and shape parameters

After crosslinking the precursors under varying degrees of crowding conditions, we remove
the crowders and simulate them in the swollen state. Following an equilibration period,
we save the conformations every 50000 steps, a time during which two subsequent config-
urational states become completely uncorrelated, and use the accumulated conformations
to calculate time averages of individual SCNP topologies (in the following always denoted
by angular brackets, i.e 〈. . .〉). To characterize the size and shape of the synthesized
SCNPs in the swollen state, we calculate the gyration tensor [28],

Gαβ = 1
N2

N∑
i=1

(riα − rcm
α )(riβ − rcm

β ) α, β = {x, y, z} , (3.4)
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where riα denotes the α-th Cartesian component of the position of monomer i, and rcm
α

is the same Cartesian component of the center-of-mass of the polymer. Diagonalization
yields the eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 and eigenvectors w1, w2, w3 of the gyration tensor,
which define a solid ellipsoid with the same inertial properties as the polymer. From these
we calculate the radius of gyration, which corresponds to the square-root of the trace of
the gyration tensor, i.e.:

Rg =
√

Tr(G) = (λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
1
2 , (3.5)

and the asphericity parameter, which is given by [29, 30, 31]

a = (λ2 − λ1)2 + (λ3 − λ1)2 + (λ3 − λ2)2

2(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)2 . (3.6)

It ranges from 0 for objects with spherical symmetry to 1 for a 1-dimensional object
(λ2 = λ3 = 0).

Our choice to use the asphericity as a way to characterize the changes in shape of
the SCNPs is motivated by Ref. [19], in which the authors showed that the asphericity
exhibits a strong correlation with the internal fluctuation of the SCNP, defined as:

δ =
(
〈R2

g〉 − 〈Rg〉2

〈R2
g〉

) 1
2

. (3.7)

Since the internal mobility reflected by δ is relevant in the context of potential func-
tionality, this correlation indicates a connection between shape and function. As can be
clearly seen in Figure 3.5, we find such a correlation as well for SCNPs synthesized under
crowding conditions from both linear chains and ring precursors. Furthermore, we find
that SCNPs synthesized from ring polymer precursors are generally less deformable – i.e
they exhibit smaller δ – than those synthesized from linear chains.

Ideally, we expect that the collapse of the precursors under crowding conditions, as
evidenced by the decrease in the scaling exponents with increasing density of crowders (see
Figure 3.4), leads to the synthesis of on average smaller and more spherical nanoparticles.
Since the cross-linking procedure remains a stochastic process, however, the resulting
SCNPs will still be topologically and structurally polydisperse. Thus, we calculate every
characteristic for each individual SCNP separately as a time-average and we investigate
the change in the distributions instead of calculating ensemble averages.
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The resulting distribution of the radius of gyration 〈Rg〉 is depicted in Figure 3.6 for
both SCNPs synthesized from linear or ring precursor molecules. In the case of the chains,
no visible trend emerges from the distribution of sizes upon increasing the density of the
synthesis conditions. However, when we represent the data as a cumulative distribution, a
slight drift towards lower 〈Rg〉 becomes visible (Figure 3.6(a), inset). Looking at the case
of ring polymer precursors, we are presented with a very different picture: The maximum
of the distribution clearly shifts towards lower values of 〈Rg〉 and is accompanied by a
reduction of the asymmetry of the distribution. Furthermore, comparing chain and ring
precursors, we find that, independent of crowding density, using ring precursor yields a
narrower size distribution with more pronounced maxima.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of asphericities a, at infinite dilution, for SCNPs synthesized from linear (a) and
ring (b) precursors at various densities.

Figure 3.7 displays the distribution of asphericities for linear and ring SCNPs. We find
that the reduction in size of the ring SCNPs is accompanied by a shift in the maximum of
asphericity towards lower values, i.e. they adopt more spherical conformations. Surpris-
ingly, this is only observed for the highest density (ρ = 0.3), while the shift in the 〈Rg〉
evolves more gradually. For the linear SCNPs, the distribution of asphericity exhibits no
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significant change. It should be noted that both shape parameters, 〈Rg〉 and 〈a〉, exhibit
a very broad distribution across all densities and for both precursor topologies, whose
width is not significantly affected even when the maxima shift. This demonstrates clearly
the intrinsic structural and topological polydispersity of SCNPs, which appears to be
preserved when employing crowding conditions to carry out their synthesis. To illustrate
this further, we include snapshots of representative conformations of SCNPs taken from
the upper and lower end of the asphericity distribution (Fig. 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Representative snapshots, at infinite dilution, of SCNPs synthesized from linear (a, b) and
ring precursors (c, d) at a density of ρ = 0.3. The selected SCNPs belong to the 10% with the highest
(a, c) and the 10% with the lowest (b, d) asphericity. Cross-linked reactive monomers are coloured in
orange.

3.3.3 Form factors and scaling behaviour

We further characterize the average structure of the synthesized SCNPs in the swollen
state after removing the crowders by calculating their intramolecular form factors as
introduced in Section 3.3.1, Equation 3.1. We fit these to a power law, according to
w(q) ∼ q−1/ν , in the fractal regime, 1/Rg . q . 1/b. The obtained scaling exponents for
linear and ring SCNPs are presented in Figure 3.9 as a function of density. Comparing
these with those of the precursors (Figure 3.4), we would like to emphasize that the
intramolecular structure of the SCNPs synthesized from different precursors differ already
when employing the standard synthesis protocol, i.e. synthesizing at high dilution (ρ →
0), even though their precursors exhibit the same self-avoiding scaling behavior with
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the Flory exponent of ν ≈ νF = 0.59. Furthermore, increasing the degree of crowding
upon synthesis causes a significant decrease of the scaling exponents for both precursor
topologies, albeit having a stronger effect on ring SCNPs. These decreasing values of ν
signify that the internal structures of the synthesized SCNPs are on average more compact
than those of traditionally synthesized SCNPs at ρ→ 0.
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Figure 3.9: Scaling exponents of the whole ensemble of swollen (ρ = 0) SCNPs synthesized from either
linear (green) or ring (purple) polymer precursors at densities ranging from ρ = 0 to ρ = 0.3.

The scaling exponent obtained for the linear SCNPs at ρ→ 0, ν = 0.48, is comparable
to that of linear polymers in melts or θ-solvents (ν = 1/2). This result can be understood
in terms of the self-avoiding character of the precursor chain in good solvent conditons
and high dilution, which favors the formation of bonds across small contour distances.
While leading to local compaction of the polymer, such bonds fail to collapse the chain
on a bigger scale. As has been previously established in References [10, 12], long-range
cross-links are necessary for an efficient global compaction of SCNPs. The formation of
such bonds constitutes an infrequent event in linear SCNPs, occurring mostly towards
the end of the simulation between some of the last as-of-yet unlinked reactive groups,
which happen to be located at a great distance from each other. Large reorientations of
the polymer are necessary to bring these last free reactive groups into contact, which also
accounts for the long-time tail in the time-dependent number of unlinked reactive groups
C(t) discussed later (Figure 3.12).

Although good solvent conditions and high dilution lead to the same self-avoiding
behavior for ring polymers, their intrinsic topology renders cross-linking over long contour
distances much more likely. Consequently, SCNPs synthesized from ring polymers adopt a
lower scaling exponent, ν ≈ 0.4, than their linear counterparts under the same conditions
and for the same Rg of their precursors.
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Upon increasing the density of crowder molecules present during synthesis, the re-
sulting SCNPs of both precursor architectures undergo a small but persistent decrease in
their scaling exponents. Taken together with the changes in the distributions of the radius
of gyration and the asphericity, these results provide convincing evidence that employing
crowding conditions leads to the synthesis of, on average, more compact and spherical
SCNPs than can be achieved in high dilution. Interestingly, apart from the case of ρ→ 0,
the ring SCNPs essentially retain, in the swollen state, the scaling exponents displayed
by their ring precursors at the corresponding densities at which the synthesis took place
(compare Figures 3.4 and 3.9). This surprising finding suggests an analogy between the
crumpled globular state of ring polymers in a melt (ν & 1/3) and the cross-linked con-
formation of a ring SCNP in dilute conditions. The crumpled globular conformations
exhibited by rings in concentrated solutions are characterized by each subchain of the
ring condensing independently in itself, effectively reducing entanglements and interpen-
etrations [21, 32, 33]. One may argue that this collapse behavior allows the precursor
to fully cross-link all reactive groups without the need for large reorientations as in the
case of linear precursors. If this is the case, the establishment of permanent bonds in the
SCNP would essentially “freeze” the polymer in a typical conformation of its precursor
at the particular conditions present during the synthesis. Given that the total number
of reactive groups is big enough, this would explain why the SCNP is able to retain the
crumpled globular conformation even in the swollen state, after removing the crowders.

If this assumption holds true, the formation of cross-links involving groups separated
by long contour distances is expected to happen throughout the whole simulation as op-
posed to primarily towards the end of the synthesis process, as is the case for linear SCNPs
[10]. To test this expectation, we plot the probability P (s) of bonded reactive groups be-
ing separated by a particular contour length s = |i− j|1 at different times throughout the
cross-linking process (Figure 3.10). At the latest time represented, all possible cross-links
had been formed. While P (s) is a monotonically decreasing function of s at all times
for SCNPs synthesized from linear precursors, over time it evolves towards a plateau at
large contour distances for ring SCNPs. For small s . 10, the time evolution of the
bond probability exhibits qualitatively the same behavior for both precursor architec-
tures and crowding densities. However, we observe large qualitative differences at large

1Note that for rings, the periodicity of the topology has to be taken into account and s is bounded by
N/2. As such, for rings, the contour distance is given by:

s =

|i− j| if |i− j| ≤ N/2

N − |i− j| else
(3.8)
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Figure 3.10: Time evolution of the histogram of contour distances s between bonded reactive groups, for
the SCNPs synthesized from linear precursors at infinite dilution (a) and ρ = 0.3 (b), as well as of SCNPs
synthesized from ring precursors at infinite dilution (c) and ρ = 0.3 (d). Different data sets correspond to
different selected times (see legend). At the latest time (light green), all SCNPs were fully cross-linked.

contour distances between chain and ring precursors. In the linear precursors, bond for-
mation beyond s & 40 is only encountered in significant amounts after t ∼ 400, whereas a
small number of them can be detected in ring precursors right from the beginning of the
cross-linking process. Their growth is strongest, however, during an intermediate regime
0.04 . t . 400. These results support our theory that the collapse to crumpled globules of
the ring precursors in the presence of purely steric crowders allows for the efficient forma-
tion of bonds across long contour distances and thus leads to the fully-formed ring SCNP
retaining the structural characteristics of the crumpled globular state in high dilution.

Since the synthesized SCNPs display a high topological and structural polydispersity,
in the following we divide them into subsets of similar asphericities to analyze their con-
formations separately and have a closer look at the structural features exhibited by the
10% most and 10% least globular SCNPs.

In Figure 3.11, we compare the form factors of these two subsets for linear (left col-
umn) and ring (right column) SCNPs, synthesized at infinite dilution (top row) and the
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Figure 3.11: Normalized form factors, at infinite dilution, for the 10% with the lowest and 10% with the
highest asphericity a of SCNPs synthesized from linear precursors at infinite dilution (a) and ρ = 0.3 (b),
as well as of SCNPs synthesized from ring precursors at infinite dilution (c) and ρ = 0.3 (d). Solid lines
are fits to power-laws, w(q) ∼ q−1/ν , in the fractal regime. Each fitted line is annotated with its scaling
exponent ν.

highest crowding density considered, ρ = 0.3 (bottom row). We observe that the dif-
ference in asphericity of the two subsets is accompanied by a different scaling behavior
of their form factors in the fractal regimes and thus a different degree of compactness.
The most spherical 10% of SCNPs exhibit a consistently lower scaling exponent than
the least spherical 10% across all crowding densities considered and for both precursor
architectures. When increasing the crowding density from infinite dilution to ρ = 0.3 at
synthesis, we find that the exponents ν decrease by an amount comparable to those of the
whole ensemble average (Figure 3.9). We would like to highlight that the most globular
10% of ring SCNPs adopt an even smaller scaling exponent than that expected for com-
pact globular objects, ν = 1/3. Especially those synthesized at a high crowding density
(ρ = 0.3) appear to approach the limit of Porod scattering (with an effective exponent
of ν = 1/4) that is characteristic for dense particles with a smooth surface, such as hard
spheres [24, 34, 35]. As such, this observation relates to the dense, highly impenetrable
character of these SCNPs.
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3.3.4 Cross-linking rate
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Figure 3.12: Number of unlinked reactive monomers per reactive molecule C(t) versus time t for SCNPs
synthesized from linear (a) and ring (b) precursors at various densities. Symbol codes have the same
meaning in both panels.

Finally, we investigate the dynamics of the cross-linking process by studying the ef-
fect crowding has on the rate of cross-link formation during the synthesis. Figure 3.12
displays the number of free reactive monomers which remain unbonded as a function of
time. Note that C(t) represents an ensemble average over all SCNPs. A first surprising
result is that the time it takes to fully cross-link all reactive monomers is shorter for the
ring precursors than the linear chains, even though their total number of reactive groups
is higher due to their higher molecular weight. Increasing the density during synthesis
accelerates the formation of bonds in both precursor architectures, which might be due
to parts of the precursor separated by large contour distances being closer in space than
in high dilution. However, we expect a reversal of this trend upon increasing the density
further, especially when surpassing the entanglement density in the case of linear pre-
cursors, ρe = (Ne/N)3νF−1 ≈ 0.5 [24], where Ne ≈ 65 is the entanglement length of our
particular model [36]. The overlap of the curves for ρ = 0.2 and ρ = 0.3 suggest that the
system is approaching this crossover. Entanglements confine the polymer chain to reptate
along its primitive path, which increases the relaxation time of the chain on length scales
larger than the tube diameter substantially. According to the reptation model it scales
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as τrep ∼ ρ3(1−νF)/(3νF−1)N3 ∼ ρ1.6N3 [24], which signifies a much stronger dependence on
N than the Rouse scaling τRouse ∼ N2 of unentangled polymers. This slowing down of
the dynamics should eventually lead to a simultaneous slowing down of the cross-linking
process. Furthermore, for ring polymer precursors, we expect concatenations such as il-
lustrated in Figure 3.3 to happen more frequently at higher density due to a stronger
interpenetration of neighboring polymers. These considerations, along with the associ-
ated increased computational cost, have led us to the decision of not investigating crowder
concentrations beyond ρ = 0.3.

3.4 Conclusion

We have investigated the separate and combined effects of precursor topology and the
presence of purely steric crowders at synthesis on the structural characteristics of single-
chain nanoparticles. By means of molecular dynamics simulations, we carried out the
cross-linking process of highly dilute ring or linear polymeric precursors decorated with
randomly distributed functional groups in the presence of inert polymers of the same archi-
tecture (linear chains or rings). The range of crowding densities considered, ρ = 0.1−0.3,
lies well beyond the overlap concentration but below the entanglement concentration and
is typical of cellular environments [37]. We were able to show that ring polymers consti-
tute promising new candidates as SCNP precursors for the design of compact, globular
SCNPs. So far, this goal has remained elusive in single-chain technology, as the conven-
tional synthesis route has proven to result in SCNP ensembles dominated by open sparse
morphologies [11, 10, 12].

While crowding the solution in which synthesis takes place only has minor effects on
the resulting SCNP size and shape if linear precursors are used, we find both a compaction
and a trend towards more spherical conformations in the case of ring polymer precursors.
The resulting ring SCNPs essentially retain, in the swollen state at high dilution, the
scaling behavior observed for their precursor molecules at the corresponding density at
which synthesis took place. We conclude that the intrinsic topology of ring polymers,
which leads to a collapse to crumpled globules under crowding conditions, facilitates the
formation of long-range loops and enables the SCNP to freeze its topology in a typical
conformation of the precursor.

The findings of this chapter constitute a relevant contribution to the array of novel
synthesis routes suggested by molecular dynamics simulations. While most single-chain
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nanoparticles synthesized so far have been limited to linear precursors with bulky side
groups or branches [9, 38, 39, 40, 41], our study suggests that ring polymers are better
suited for the design of soft globular nanoparticles for biomedical and industrial appli-
cations. A drawback of our proposed route is that the synthesis and purification of
monodisperse, unknotted and non-concatenated rings without linear contaminants poses
a major challenge to chemists and engineers. However, recent advances in isolation of
rings from linear polymers of equal molecular weight [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48] make
our protocol seem within reach of nanotechnology in the near future. Indeed, only re-
cently, the first experimental realization of so-called “single-ring nanoparticles” (SRNPs)
has been achieved by Rubio-Cervilla et al. via a stepwise folding-activation-collapse pro-
cess [15]. The compaction degree, as determined by size-exclusion chromatography, was
found to be significantly higher for SRNPs than their linear counterparts, validating our
results.
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4.1 Introduction

Non-equilibrium situations, especially complex flows, are ubiquitous in many of the poten-
tial applications of SCNPs, such as biomedicine and industry. For example, strong shear-
ing forces can arise in blood flow through thin arteries, microfluidic devices and extrusion
processes. Homogeneous shear flow represents the special case of a non-equilibrium sta-
tionary state, which makes it an ideal first test case for elucidating the dynamic behavior
of macromolecules such as colloids and polymers. In order to connect the large-scale ma-
terial properties of a solution to the underlying microscopical dynamics, it is imperative to
study the behavior of individual polymers in high dilution before tackling the more com-
plex response of semildilute and crowded solutions, where entanglements, jamming and
reptation become relevant. Recent advances in fluorescent imaging techniques combined
with complex microfluidic devices have enabled scientists to directly measure the reori-
entation dynamics of large molecules on the µm-scale and above. These methods could
confirm two interesting complex cyclic motions in shear flows, which were first predicted
by theoretical calculations: DNA, a long semiflexible linear polymer, undergoes tumbling,
characterized by alternating stretching and collapse [1, 2, 3, 4]; Red blood cells, essen-
tially empty ellipsoidal vesicles, exhibit tank-treading, characterized by a rotation of their
membrane constituents along their contour [5, 6, 7, 8]. Although the small size of most
polymers precludes the study of their orientational dynamics under flow via imaging tech-
niques, meso-scale computer simulations including hydrodynamic interactions have been
successfully employed to observe similar behaviors in a variety of polymer architectures,
such as rings, stars or dendrimers. The complex topology of SCNPs is expected to yield
a rich variety of dynamical behaviors under flow, possibly showing a mixture of tumbling
and tank-treading, depending on the specific connectivity of an individual SCNP.

In semidilute and crowded solutions, the rheological properties of polymers are of broad
interest, because they often display non-linear phenomena that give rise to surprising
effects. Contrary to simple Newtonian liquids, which possess a constant viscosity for
all shear rates, polymer solutions usually exhibit shear thickening or shear thinning. We
might even encounter both in a single polymer, depending on the concentration, the shear
rate or the solvent conditions [9]. The emergence of such non-linear rheology stems from
the interplay of two counteracting processes: First, the high malleability of polymers
gives them the ability to adapt to and align with a particular flow field, reducing the
viscosity with increasing shear rate (shear thinning). On the other hand, especially at high
concentrations, intermolecular interactions can lead to entanglements, knots, association
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and jamming, which hinder the alignment and increase the friction between layers of the
solution, thus resulting in an increased viscosity (shear thickening).

In this chapter, we investigate in detail the flow properties of (i) single SCNPs of
different topologies and (ii) semi-dilute solutions of SCNPs, at a wide range of experi-
mentally relevant shear rates including hydrodynamic interactions. We will show that, to
our own surprise, in infinite dilution, we find scaling laws for various conformational and
rheological observables that do not depend on the specific topology, but arise purely from
the cross-linked network-like intramolecular architecture of SCNPs. Furthermore, their
set of exponents differs considerably from those observed for other polymer architectures
(linear, ring, star), such that SCNPs emerge as a separate class of nanoparticles defined
by their distinct flow properties. At the same time, we encounter a very rich underly-
ing dynamical behavior including a superposition of tumbling and tank-treading motions,
whose specifics are in fact dependent on the particular topology of a given SCNP.

When considering semi-dilute and concentrated solutions, we find complex dependence
of their structural characteristics on the density of the solution. Contrary to simpler
polymer architectures, such as linear chains and star polymers, two distinct scaling regimes
appear, with a cross-over around the overlap concentration. We will show that this
novel phenomenon is not related to the topological polydispersity of the solution, but
qualitatively persists in monodisperse solutions of globular, sparse or intermediate SCNPs.
These findings are related to the inherent impenetrability of SCNPs, conferred by the
presence of loops and clusters and their transition to crumpled globules under crowding
conditions.

4.2 Simulation Details

We perform multi-scale simulations that consist of a hybrid combination of Molecular Dy-
namics (MD) for the SCNPs and Multi-particle Collision Dynamics for the solvent. Both
algorithms are described in detail in Chapters 2.5 and 2.7. The coupling between the two
techniques is achieved by including the solute molecules in the stochastic rotation step
of the MPCD algorithm. The SCNPs are modeled according to the bead-spring model
introduced in Chapter 2.2. As such, chain segments cannot cross each other, excluded
volume interactions are taken into account and the extension of bonds is limited. Fur-
thermore, the choice of potential mimics implicit good solvent conditions, as the MPCD
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method does not include any specific interactions between solvent and solute except for
the momentum exchange during the stochastic rotation.

Our simulation protocol consists of two steps. First, we synthesize the SCNPs follow-
ing the standard procedure of employing highly dilute conditions. For this, we neglect
hydrodynamic interactions and instead perform Langevin dynamics simulations [10], since
this has shown to suffice for obtaining semi-quantitative agreement of the structural prop-
erties of the resulting SCNPs between experiments and simulations. The linear precursor
chains are comprised of N = 200 monomers, of which a fraction f = Nr/N = 0.25 are
reactive species randomly distributed along the polymer backbone. During the synthesis,
they form irreversible and monovalent cross-links as described in Chapter 2.3.

In the following step, we perform hybrid MD+MPCD simulations for either a single
SCNP topology or a solution of SCNPs. How we chose the particular topologies employed
is explained in detail later. The simulations under shear are carried out on two different
time scales with two different algorithms. The solvent is modeled via MPCD [11, 12] as
Ns point-like particles of mass m, whose motion is governed by two alternating steps:

i) A streaming step of size h = 0.1
√
ma2/kBT , at which the solvent positions are

updated according to ballistic motion:

ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) + hvi(t) , (4.1)

with ri and vi the position and velocity of the solvent particle i. ii) A collision step, in
which the solvent particles exchange linear momentum to propagate the hydrodynamic
information. Here, the particles are sorted into cubic cells of lattice constant a and rotated
around a random axis by an angle α with respect to the center-of-mass velocity of the cell
vcm, i.e.

vi(t+ ∆t) = vcm(t) + R(α) (vi(t)− vcm(t)) , (4.2)

with R(α) the rotation matrix. We employ a grid shift at every step to ensure Galilean
invariance (see Chapter 2.7.2)[13, 14] and a cell-level canonical Maxwell-Boltzmann scaling
thermostat to keep the system at a constant temperature T (see Chapter 2.7.3).

The coupling between solvent and solute is achieved by including the latter in the
stochastic rotation of the collision step. Between successive MPCD steps, the monomers
of the SCNPs are simulated via Molecular Dynamics with the Velocity Verlet scheme and
a time-step of ∆t = 0.01

√
ma2/kBT .
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the simulation setup. The fluid velocity profile is indicated on
the left. Throughout this work, x is the flow direction, y the gradient direction and z – pointing out of
the plane – is the vorticity direction. The angle θ lies between the principal vector of the gyration tensor,
w1, and the x-axis. Reactive monomers that have formed cross-links are colored in orange, non-reactive
monomers are colored in blue.

A linear shear profile
〈vx(y)〉 = γ̇y (4.3)

is imposed on the system by Lees-Edwards boundary conditions (see Chapter 2.7.4)[15].
In Equation 4.3 γ̇ denotes the shear rate and vx the x-component of the velocity. As such,
it defines x as the flow, y as the gradient and z as the vorticity direction. The simulation
setup is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1.

The parameters employed in the hybrid simulations are as follows: The average number
of solvent particles per cell of size a = σ = 1 is ρ = 5. The mass of the solvent particles
is m = 1, while that of the solute monomers is M = ρm = 5. The angle of the stochastic
rotation is fixed at α = 130°. Finally, the volume of the simulation box V = LxLyLz is
chosen based on the size of the SCNPs in equilibrium. For the single molecule simulations,
we ensure that each side length of the box is greater than four times the radius of gyration
of any SCNP at γ̇ = 0, i.e. Lµ = 50σ ≥ 4Rg for µ ∈ {y, z}. Due to the strong
stretching of the SCNPs in the flow direction at high shear rates, the extension of the
box in the x-direction is adapted for increasing shear rates and ranges from Lx = 50σ
to Lx = 100σ. For the semi-dilute and concentrated solutions, the box volume is kept
constant at V = 32 ∗ (2Rg)3, while we change the number of SCNPs in the system
between 8 ≤ Nc ≤ 200. As such, at low shear rates V = (47σ)3 for the topologically
polydisperse solution and V = (40σ)3, (47σ)3 and (56σ)3 for the monodisperse solutions
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of low, intermediate and high asphericity, respectively. Upon increasing the shear rate,
the box is extended in the x-direction and compressed in the y and z-directions, while
keeping the volume constant. We perform between 5 and 20 independent simulation runs
for each shear rate, concentration and SCNP topology (the lower the density, the higher
the number of independent runs in order to sample a sufficient number of SCNPs). Each
of these is started from different initial conformations and velocities and consists of 105

equilibration steps and 107 production steps.

Since comparison with a linear reference system had proven elusive due to different
models and polymerization degrees used throughout the literature, we performed addi-
tional simulations of linear chains of the same number of monomers N = 200 to comple-
ment the literature data for shorter chains (N ≤ 60) [16, 17], and for long semiflexible
chains (DNA, combining experiments and numerical modeling) [18]. Despite the different
models and implementations, our results are in quantitative agreement with the literature.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Single molecule simulations

We begin our study by investigating in detail the influence a particular topology has
on the properties of the SCNPs under homogeneous shear flow. The stochasticity of
the cross-linking process leads to a high structural and topological polydispersity of the
resulting SCNPs. Therefore, we sort the synthesized SCNPs into six equally sized groups
based on their asphericity (see Equation 3.6). To get an accurate picture of the different

Figure 4.2: Representative snapshots of SCNPs at γ̇ = 0 with different values of the equilibrium as-
phericity a0 (increasing from left to right). The respective equilibrium asphericities are, from left to
right, a0 = 0.172, 0.224, 0.335, 0.412, 0.465 and 0.495. Grey beads are cross-linked monomers. The rest
of the monomers are colored, from magenta to cyan, according to their position in the backbone of the
linear precursor.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Equilibrium relaxation times τr vs. asphericity parameters a0 of 50 topologically distinct
SCNPs. The arrow indicates the relaxation time of a linear chain of the same molecular weight. The inset
(b) shows the autocorrelation function C(t) of the radius of gyration Rg used to determine the relaxation
times for five typical SCNPs. Solid lines indicate fits to exponential decays. The arrow indicates increasing
equilibrium asphericity a0.

behavior under shear for representative SCNP topologies over the whole range of their
distribution, we choose one from each of the asphericity groups randomly. In the following
step, we perform individual hybrid MD+MPCD simulations for the six chosen SCNPs.
Their specific architectures are depicted in Figure 4.2. Our main observables studied are
based on the gyration tensor Gαβ, which was already introduced in Chapter 3, Equation
3.4. We determine its eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 and corresponding eigenvectors w1,
w2, w3, from which we can calculate the radius of gyration Rg (Equation 3.5) and the
asphericity a (Equation 3.6).

SCNPs of different topologies undergo conformational changes on different time scales,
as is reflected in their relaxation times τr. These are calculated from the decay of the
autocorrelation function of the radius of gyration at zero shear rate,

C(t) = 〈Rg(t)Rg(0)〉 − 〈Rg〉2

〈R2
g〉 − 〈Rg〉2

, (4.4)

to a value of 0.2. Figure 4.3 depicts the correlation between the asphericity of an individual
SCNP and its relaxation time. We would like to highlight that the relaxation times spread
over 1.5 orders of magnitude and exhibit a weak correlation with the asphericity as τr ∼ a2

0.
This should not be misinterpreted as a strict scaling law, but rather as an observed trend.
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The inset 4.3(b) displays the autocorrelation function C(t) for five representative SCNPs
of very different asphericities to demonstrate the good agreement of C(t) with a fit to an
exponential decay. We use the relaxation time to define the dimensionless Weissenberg
number Wi = γ̇τr as the ratio between the relaxation time τr of the polymer at equilibrium
and the characteristic time γ̇−1 of the shear flow. The Weissenberg number will be used in
the following to scale the shear rate for a particular SCNP topology to compare between
different SCNPs.

Structural properties

As a first measure of how the shape of the SCNPs is affected by the shear flow, in Figure
4.4 we plot the asphericity a as a function of the Weissenberg number Wi for the six
different SCNPs. Upon increasing the shear rate, we encounter two distinct regimes: For
small shear rates corresponding to Wi � 1, the average shape of the SCNP remains
essentially unperturbed, because the polymer is able to relax faster than the flow can
elongate it. Once Wi� 1, however – i.e. once the longest relaxation time of the polymer
τr exceeds the characteristic time of the flow γ̇−1 –, the SCNPs stretch and adopt less
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Figure 4.5: Normalized diagonal components of the gyration tensor Gαα as a function of (a) Weissenberg
number Wi and (b-d) rescaled Weissenberg number Wi for various SCNP topologies of distinct equilibrium
asphericities. Results are given for: (a,b) flow direction, Gxx; (c) gradient direction, Gyy; (d) vorticity
direction, Gzz. Lines are fits to power laws.

spherical conformations. The cross-over between the two response regimes coincides with
Wi ≈ 1 for all SCNPs, which supports our choice of method to determine the relaxation
time. The different responses for different SCNP topologies at high shear rates can be
explained by their different equilibrium asphericities and the fact that they all approach
the rod limit (a = 1) at the highest shear rates considered.

We now take a deeper look into the structural changes induced by the shear flow by
considering the elongations in different directions as described by the diagonal components
of the gyration tensor, Gαα. The elements Gxx, Gyy, and Gzz, representing the extension
of the polymer in the flow, gradient and vorticity directions, respectively, are displayed
in Figure 4.5, normalized by their values at equilibrium G0

αα. Panels (a) and (b) depict
the same data for Gxx, but in panel (b) the Weissenberg number is rescaled by a topology
dependent multiplicative factor of the order of unity. Applying such a rescaling of the
Weissenberg number Wi = φiWi, we observe that the data for different SCNPs collapse
onto a master curve in the high shear regime. This procedure of rescaling the Weissenberg
number by a topology dependent factor is inspired by former work on star polymers,
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Linear
N = 200

Linear
(DNA)

Linear
N ≤ 60

Ring
N ≤ 120

G4D
N = 62

Star
2Na ≤ 80

SCNP
N = 200

Gxx/G0
xx −1 0.63 0.63? [17]

0.65 [21]
0.72? [17]

0.86 [22]
1.0 (f ≤ 50) [19]
0.90? (f = 18) [23]

0.59

Gyy/G0
yy -0.48 -0.50 [18] -0.42 [17]

-0.41 [24, 21]
-0.43 [17]

-0.30? [22]
-0.42 (f ≤ 10) [20]
-0.32∗ (f = 18) [23]

-0.34

Gzz/G0
zz -0.34 -0.34 [18] -0.33 [17]

-0.32 [24, 21]
non-monotonic [17]

≈ 0? [22]
-0.29 (f ≤ 10) [20]
-0.14? (f = 18) [23]

-0.30

mG 0.53 0.57 [18] 0.54 [16] 0.60 [25, 24] 0.49 [22]
0.63 (f ≤ 10) [20]
0.65 (f ≤ 50) [19, 23]

0.67

ωz/γ̇ -1.0 -0.38 [25, 24]
-0.52 (f ≤ 10) [20]
-1.0 (f ≤ 50) [19]

-0.75

ηp/η0
p -0.66 -0.61 [18] -0.59 [16]

-0.43 [24, 21]
-0.64 [17]

-0.40 (f ≤ 10) [20] -0.48

Φ1/Φ0
1 -1.2 -1.37 [18] -1.2 [16] -0.97 [21] -1.1 (f ≤ 10) [20] -1.2

Table 4.1: Scaling exponents for the Wi-dependence (at Wi > 1) of different static and dynamic ob-
servables in various molecular architectures at infinite dilution (G4D: 4th generation dendrimers). The
polymerization degree is given by N . For stars, f is the number of arms and Na the number of monomers
per arm. Results from this work are highlighted by bold fonts, the rest are literature values. Star su-
perscripts indicate exponents which were not reported in the original references. We obtained them by
sampling and fitting the literature data. Data on DNA was obtained through a combination of simulations
and experiments [18].

in which the authors found a similar universal power-law scaling of various structural
properties for different numbers of arms (or functionality) f after rescaling by an f -
dependent factor [19, 20]. However, since the stochastic topologies of SCNP cannot be
numerically ‘ordered’ as the functionality f of star polymers, it is difficult to theoretically
connect a specific topology to its multiplicative factor φ. We can only observe a systematic
dependence on the asphericity. Given the interesting emergence of a master curve not
only for Gxx, but also for Gyy and Gzz (Panels (c-d)), we will report most of the results as
a function of Wi for the remainder of this chapter. While the SCNPs stretch in the flow
direction, scaling as Gxx ∼Wiµ with µ = 0.59, they compress in the gradient and vorticity
directions with very similar scaling exponents: µ = −0.34 and −0.30, respectively.

Power laws such as those reported here have also been observed in various other molec-
ular architectures. In Table 4.1 we compile results for linear chains, rings, dendrimers and
star polymers from the literature, preferentially from sources employing the same method-
ology, but also including data from experiments on DNA. The relative extension of SCNPs
in the flow direction is comparable to that of linear and ring polymers, albeit showing
a weaker dependence on the shear rate (µ = 0.59 vs. 0.63 and 0.65 for linear chains
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and rings, respectively). This is consistent with the sparse, but still highly connected
“rings-on-a-chain” topology of most SCNPs, which prevents elongation to some degree.

In the gradient direction, however, the compression exhibits a weaker dependence on
the Weissenberg number in SCNPs than in chains and rings. Gyy shows more similarities
with dendrimers and high-functionality star polymers. An explanation for this might lie
in the analogy between the cross-links of SCNPs, the branch points of dendrimers and the
entanglements of different arms of a star polymer, which all give rise to denser structures
and jamming close to the center-of-mass of the polymers, which limits compression in
any direction. Finally, in the vorticity direction, the highly malleable architectures (linear
chains, rings, low-f stars) exhibit a very similar scaling of µ ∼ 0.3, while denser structures
such as high-functionality stars and dendrimers show a weak or marginal dependence on
the Weissenberg number. SCNPs, with their very similar scaling exponents in the gradient
and vorticity direction (µ = −0.34 and −0.30) present a novel behavior in this regard,
which results from their combination of high global malleability and locally compact
structures.

We would like to point out that, although we investigate a broad range Wi-values,
we cannot reach the highest Weissenberg numbers accessible by experiments. This is due
to an inherent limitation of the MPCD algorithm. As it is designed for incompressible
fluids, once the Mach number (i.e. the ratio between fluid velocity and the speed of
sound) exceeds one, accurate resolution of hydrodynamic interactions is not guaranteed
any longer. Given that in experiments Weissenberg numbers can easily lie on the order
of 103, the exponents we observe in our simulations might just be effective intermediate
values in a crossover regime to the limit of Wi� 100. For example, such an intermediate
scaling is predicted for linear chains, where Gyy ∼ Wi−1/2 prior to the final crossover to
Gyy ∼Wi−2/3 in the high Wi limit [26, 27].

The average alignment of a molecule along the flow direction can be conveniently
measured by its orientational resistance [28],

mG = Wi tan(2θ) = Wi 2Gxy

Gxx −Gyy

, (4.5)

which depends on the angle θ between the eigenvector w1 corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue λ1 and the flow direction x, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. It has been shown
theoretically that for rodlike molecules and linear polymers, Gxy ∼ γ̇ and (Gxx −Gyy) ∼
γ̇2 at low shear rates [29, 30, 16], which leads to mG becoming independent of Wi in the
low-Wi regime. This result was later reproduced in MPCD simulation of star polymers
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Figure 4.6: Orientational resistance mG as a function of the rescaled Weissenberg number Wi for SCNPs
with different equilibrium asphericities.

[19]. Such a plateau is absent in the data for SCNPs (Figure 4.6), which might be due to
the poor statistics. At low shear rates, the denominator Gxx−Gyy in 4.5 is close to zero,
because the extension of the polymer in the flow and gradient directions experience only
a weak perturbation from equilibrium, where G0

xx = G0
yy due to symmetry considerations.

This problem was also encountered in computational studies of dendrimers [22].

At high Wi, the results for mG for the six SCNPs collapse onto a universal curve
governed by mG ∼ Wiµ with exponent µ = 0.67 nonetheless. This scaling is reminiscent
of that for star polymers, µ = 0.65 [19, 23], while linear chains and dendrimers adopt
significantly lower exponents of µ ∼ 0.55 [16, 18] and µ = 0.49 [22], respectively. The
particularly strong resistance to alignment with the flow direction of star polymers stems
from jamming in the two oppositely oriented bundles of arms and is augmented by in-
creasing the number of arms (see Table 4.1). In the SCNPs, similar strong repulsive forces
arise from the compression of permanent loops and clusters when the SCNP tries to align
with the flow.

Rheological properties

We now turn our discussion to the rheological properties of a solution containing such
single-chain nanoparticles in the limit of very high dilution. We neglect the collisional
viscosity stemming from the MPCD fluid and focus only on the polymer contribution to
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Figure 4.7: Normalized (a) polymer viscosity ηp and (b) first normal stress coefficient Φ1 as a function
of the rescaled Weissenberg number Wi for SCNPs with different equilibrium asphericities.

the viscosity, which we derive from the Kramers-Kirkwood formula for the stress tensor
[31],

σµν = −
N∑
i=1
〈ri,µFi,ν〉 , (4.6)

where F i denotes the total force exerted on monomer i by the other monomers [32, 17].
From this, the viscosity is then calculated as

ηp = σxy
γ̇
. (4.7)

In Figure 4.7(a), we plot the polymer contribution to the viscosity as a function of
Weissenberg number. The data are normalized by their zero-shear value η0

p, which is
traditionally defined through the Newtonian plateau of ηp at low shear rates Wi � 1.
However, not all SCNPs, especially sparse ones with a long relaxation time, exhibit a
well-defined plateau. Therefore, we first normalize the viscosities of the globular SCNPs
and rescale those of the rest in such a way to obtain the best overlap of the different curves.
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As expected for very dilute solutions, the polymers exhibit shear-thinning behavior, i.e.
the intrinsic viscosity decreases upon increasing the shear rate. The resulting scaling law
ηp/η

0
p ∼Wiµ with µ = −0.48 is comparable to that of star and ring polymers (see 4.1) and

shows a considerably weaker dependence on the shear rate than linear chains (µ ∼ −0.6;
µ = −2/3 in the limit of high Weissenberg numbers [26, 27]). The higher exponents
found for linear chains can be understood in terms of their higher flexibility and their
self-avoiding character, which allows them to be stronger aligned with the flow and leads
to a higher concentration of solvent around each monomer.

In the absence of hydrodynamic interactions, such as in some semi-dilute or concen-
trated solutions, where hydrodynamic interactions are effectively screened by the sur-
rounding molecules, the formula for the stress tensor reduces to the Giesekus approxima-
tion [9]

ηp =
N∑
i=1

〈
ri,yri,y

2

〉
∼ Gyy . (4.8)

Thus, agreement between ηp and Gyy can be understood as a proxy for the importance
of hydrodynamics in the accurate description of the system. For example, linear chains
in the free-draining limit [33, 18] and semi-dilute solutions of linear polymers [34] follow
this prediction (ηp ∼ Gyy). While there is also some similarity in the scaling exponents
of ηp and Gyy for low-functionality stars and rings (see 4.1), the Giesekus approximation
clearly fails in the case of SCNPs, where Gyy ∼Wi−0.34, but ηp ∼Wi−0.48, demonstrating
the relevance of hydrodynamic interactions in their rheological properties.

We further calculate the first normal stress coefficient, which is given by different
components of the stress tensor,

Φ1 = σxx − σyy
γ̇2 , (4.9)

and should, similar to the viscosity, show a crossover to a plateau at low Weissenberg
number, where σxx−σyy ∼ γ̇2. However, we encounter the same difficulties in determining
the low-shear plateau as for the viscosity data and thus rescale Φ1 in a similar manner
in order to collapse the data onto a master curve at high Wi. We find that the scaling
exponents adopted by the SCNPs (µ = −1.2) represent an intermediate case between
that of linear chains (µ ∼ −1.3; µ = −4/3 according to scaling arguments) [16, 34, 27]
and low-f stars or rings (µ = −1.1 and -0.97) [21].

Dynamic behavior

Finally, we would like to discuss the dynamic behavior the different SCNP topologies adopt
in response to homogeneous shear flows. Different molecular architectures [27, 20, 35, 36]
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exhibit a rich variety of reorientation dynamics under flow, which furthermore depend on
the specific type of bonding potential [37, 24], excluded volume interactions [38] and the
inclusion or exclusion of hydrodynamics [19, 37, 17].

The most commonly observed ordered motions of macromolecules under strong shear
forces are tumbling and tank treading. The former presents a cycle of stretching in the
flow followed by a collapse to a globule, during which the polymer flips its ‘head’ over
its ‘tail’. Tank treading, on the other hand, is characterized by the overall shape of the
molecule remaining unchanged, while the individual monomers perform a rotation around
its center-of-mass along its contour. The archetypal example of a tumbling polymer is the
flexible linear chain, whose behaviour has been predicted theoretically [39, 40], extensively
studied computationally [33, 41, 18, 42, 43] and confirmed experimentally by fluorescence
imaging of large polymers such as DNA [1, 2, 3, 4]. Tank-treading can be observed in
weakly deformable soft objects such as fluid droplets and vesicles [5, 6, 7, 8], but also in
stiff ring polymers [24].

To determine whether SCNPs undergo tumbling or tank-treading motions, or a com-
bination of both, we calculate two correlators, which are designed to uncover periodic
conformational reorientations. The first of these is the cross-correlation of the diagonal
elements of the gyration tensor in the flow and gradient directions [3, 44, 24, 21]

Cxy(t) = 〈δGxx(0)δGyy(t)〉√
〈δG2

xx(0)〉〈δG2
yy(0)〉

, (4.10)

where δGαβ = Gαβ − 〈Gαβ〉 is the deviation of a component of G around its mean value.
To understand why this correlator is typically used as a measure for tumbling, imagine
one full tumbling cycle: Strong shear forces acting on the polymer lead to its extension
in and alignment with the flow direction for large parts of the simulation. Entropically,
this is unfavorable, as it decreases the conformational degrees of freedom and is in oppo-
sition to the polymer’s tendency to adopt an isotropic shape. Thus, for T > 0, thermal
fluctuations work against the shear forces and stochastically produce protrusions of parts
of the polymer, especially the flexible ends, in the gradient direction. These unaligned
protrusions are now pulled along the positive or negative flow direction by increased drag
forces. This gives the polymer angular momentum, upon which it contracts to a coil,
performs a quick ‘head’ over ‘tail’ rotation and subsequently extends in the flow direction
again, completing the cycle.

As such, an extension (contraction) in the gradient direction (positive δGyy) is followed
by an extension (contraction) in the flow direction (positive δGxx), producing a positive
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correlation peak at t− = −τtumbling/2. On the contrary, an extension (contraction) in
the flow direction leads to a contraction (extension) in the gradient direction, evidenced
by a negative correlation peak at t+ = +τtumbling/2. The time between these two peaks,
τtumbling = t+ − t−, defines the tumbling frequency ftumbling = τ−1

tumbling.
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Figure 4.8: Flow-gradient extensional cross-correlation function Cxy(t) for a SCNP of (a) intermediate
and (b) low equilibrium asphericity. Times are rescaled by the longest relaxation time of the SCNP, τr.

To detect tank-treading, we need an approach that takes into account individual
monomers instead of the extension or compression of the polymer as a whole, as tank-
treading is defined by a pronounced lack of the latter. In a study of ring polymers, Chen
et al. [24] introduced a monomer-based angular auto-correlation function for this purpose:

Cangle(t) = 〈A(0)A(t)〉
〈A2(0)〉 (4.11)

where A(t) = sin (2β) and β denotes the angle between the vector connecting a particular
monomer to the center-of-mass and the largest eigenvector of the gyration tensor. These
are instantaneous values at a given time and the average is performed over all monomers
of the polymer. During tank-treading, the first principal component of the gyration
tensor fluctuates very little, while the individual monomers steadily rotate around the
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center-of-mass, producing a damped (by thermal noise) oscillatory signal in the angular
auto-correlation function.
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Figure 4.9: Angular auto-correlation function Cangle(t) for a SCNP of (a) intermediate and (b) low
equilibrium asphericity. Times are rescaled by the longest relaxation time of the SCNP, τr.

We compare both the flow-gradient extensional cross-correlation function Cxy(t) (Fig-
ure 4.8) as well as the angular auto-correlation function Cangle(t) (Figure 4.9) for a SCNP
of intermediate (Panels (a)) and low equilibrium asphericity (Panels (b)). SCNPs of high
asphericity qualitatively behave the same as those of intermediate asphericity (albeit pro-
ducing more noise in the correlators) and are thus excluded from the discussion. We find
coexistence of both tumbling and tank-treading signatures in the correlators Cxy(t) and
Cangle(t) in the range of low to intermediate Weissenberg numbers. At high Wi, a slightly
different picture emerges: the SCNP of intermediate a0 ceases to show any sign of tank-
treading and instead shows a transition to pure tumbling cycles. For the low asphericity
SCNP, tank-treading and tumbling motion continue to coexist up to the highest shear
rate simulated. It should be noted that the high amount of noise present in the correla-
tion functions is an effect of including hydrodynamic interactions. Performing the same
simulation without hydrodynamics produces more well-defined, less damped oscillatory
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Figure 4.10: Probability distribution of Gxx as a function of the Weissenberg number Wi for a SCNP of
(a) intermediate and (b) low equilibrium asphericity (log-lin scale). The inset (c) compares P (Gxx) of
the two topologies (full lines: a0 = 0.335, dashed lines: a0 = 0.172) at intermediate and high Weissenberg
numbers on a lin-lin scale. Snapshots of typical equilibrium conformations are included.

signals (not shown).

Since the correlators Cxy(t) and Cangle(t) do not provide any information about the
relative importance of tumbling and tank-treading in a specific SCNP, we also include
histograms of the instantaneous diagonal components of the gyration tensor in the flow
direction, P (Gxx) (Figure 4.10). The distributions are both substantially broader and
exhibit less pronounced maxima for the SCNP of intermediate asphericity at all Wi. For
this SCNP, an increased shear rate has the predominant effect of an extreme broadening
of the distribution, while leaving the position of the maximum relatively unaffected. The
opposite is observed for the SCNP of low equilibrium asphericity: Its maximum shifts
towards higher values of P (Gxx), even reversing the asymmetry of the distribution. These
results confirm our interpretation that tumbling dominates the dynamics of the highly
malleable SCNPs of high a0, whereas tank-treading is the preferred motion for low a0

SCNP.
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Figure 4.11: Rotational frequency ωz as a function of the rescaled Weissenberg number Wi for SCNPs
with different equilibrium asphericities.

In light of this, the tumbling signatures observed in the low a0 SCNP should perhaps
be interpreted in terms of the ‘breathing’ cycles of star polymers [37, 45]. As pointed
out by Sablić et al. [37], the anti-correlation peaks in the flow-gradient extensional cross-
correlation function Cxy(t) do not necessarily indicate any rotational movement of the
polymer, but can also be related to so-called ‘breathing’ modes, during which a polymer
periodically expands and retracts without reversing its orientation with respect to the flow
field. To analyze the rotational motion of SCNPs under flow, we calculate the rotational
frequency in the vorticity direction according to the geometrical approximation [46, 47]

ωz/γ̇ = 〈Gyy〉
〈Gxx〉+ 〈Gyy〉

. (4.12)

Note that this formula is based on the relation L = JωL between the angular momentum
L and the inertia tensor J and thus treats the polymer as a rigid body of the average shape
of the given polymer. Interpretation of ωz further suffers from the inclusion of rotational
vibrations, which should be treated separately to accurately determine a molecule’s long-
term rotation. Recent studies [45, 36] have tackled this shortcoming by using a co-
rotating Eckart frame [48] to decouple angular vibrations and persistent rotations. Taking
a similar approach is beyond the scope of this work, but we believe that an in-depth
analysis of the rotational dynamics employing the Eckart frame formalism could deepen
our understanding of the complex dynamics of SCNPs in future studies.

Theoretical arguments predict the rotational frequency of soft objects to scale linearly
with the shear rate for low Wi and therefore we represent our results in terms of a reduced
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rotational frequency ωz/γ̇ versus Wi in Figure 4.11. The expected plateau at small Wi
is exhibited by all SCNP topologies, whereas a universal scaling law emerges at high Wi,
following ωz/γ̇ ∼ Wi−0.75. Given the different dynamic signatures present in Cxy(t) and
Cangle(t) for low and high asphericity SCNPs at high shear rates, the common scaling
found is rather surprising. Together with the strong dispersion of scaling exponents in
different polymer topologies seen in Table 4.1, this might be taken as further evidence for
the problematic interpretation of ωz as a steady rotation.
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4.3.2 Semi-dilute poly- and monodisperse solutions

Having established the universal power laws governing the structural changes SCNPs
of different topologies undergo when subjected to shear flows, we now turn our focus
to the investigation of semi-dilute and concentrated solutions. Since the stochastic cross-
linking process leads to the synthesis of a set of structurally and topologically polydisperse
nanoparticles, we are interested in distinguishing between the effect of the intrinsic poly-
dispersity of SCNP solutions and the effect of the randomly cross-linked topology itself.
Therefore, we run simulations on four different systems: The first is a polydisperse so-
lution of SCNPs chosen randomly from the whole range of topologies. The other three
are monodisperse solutions made up of replicas of one particular SCNP topology of either
low, medium or high asphericity. For the remainder of this chapter, the concentration of
the solution, ρ = Nm/V , will be reported in reduced units, ρ/ρ?, where ρ? is the overlap
concentration. It is defined as the number density of monomers of a single polymer within
a cube of side length 2Rg (the radius of gyration at infinite dilution), i.e. ρ? = N(2Rg)−3.
For concentrations beyond the overlap concentration, monomers of different polymers
start to enter the same space, possibly distorting each other’s conformations with respect
to dilute conditions. In equilibrium, most polymer architectures undergo a crossover to a
different size scaling regime beyond the overlap concentration. For example, linear chains
transition from self-avoiding to Gaussian chains, while SCNPs have been shown to col-
lapse to crumpled globules [49, 50]. In this chapter, we explore concentrations in the range
of 0.25 ≤ ρ/ρ? ≤ 6.24, the highest of which corresponds to a monomer concentration of
ρ = 0.38, or about 300-400 mg/mL [49]. We expect the SCNPs to be unentangled up to
the highest concentration considered. The reasoning behind this lies in a quick estimation
for linear chains of the same polymerization degree (N = 200): In good solvent conditions
their entanglement concentration is given by ρe ≈ (Ne/N)3νF−1 where Ne denotes the en-
tanglement length in the melt and νF = 0.59 the Flory exponent [51]. The entanglement
length depends on the polymer model and is Ne & 65 for the bead-spring model employed
here [52, 53]. This leads to an entanglement concentration of ρe & 0.42, which lies above
the highest monomer concentration investigated here. Since the permanent loops render
SCNPs less penetrable, their effective entanglement length will be higher than that of
linear polymers, further increasing their entanglement concentration ρe [54].

We explored shear rates in the range of 5× 10−5 ≤ γ̇ ≤ 2× 10−2. As in the previous
section on single-molecule simulations, we scale the shear rate by the relaxation time τr

and represent all results as a function of dimensionless Weissenberg number Wi = γ̇τr.
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For the polydisperse solutions, we compute a mean relaxation time over all 200 SCNP
topologies, τr,poly ≈ 104

√
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Figure 4.12: Normalized diagonal components of the inertia tensor (a-c) and orientational resistance (d)
vs. density-dependent Weissenberg number for the polydisperse solutions. Dashed lines represent power
laws.

We begin our analysis by characterizing the structural changes the SCNPs undergo
in different directions of the shear flow geometry. Panels (a-c) of Figure 4.12 depict the
diagonal components of the gyration tensor in the flow (Gxx (a)), gradient (Gyy, (b)) and
vorticity (Gzz (c)) directions, respectively. Data are shown for the polydisperse solutions
and are normalized by their values at the lowest shear rate explored, G0

µµ. We rescale
the Weissenberg number by a density-dependent factor to obtain the best overlap with
the data set at the lowest concentration ρ/ρ? = 0.25, similar to the topology-dependent
factor we employed in the previous chapter. This rescaling is inspired by computational
studies on semi-dilute solutions of linear chains and star polymers [55, 56, 47], which
found master curves for the components of the gyration tensor, independent of density,
after rescaling data with such a density-dependent factor. For the remainder of this
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chapter, representations of observables as a function of shear rate will always be reported
as a function of density-dependent Weissenberg number Wic.

Contrary to linear chains and star polymers, we find two distinct scaling regimes, one
at low and one at high concentration, for all components of the gyration tensor, which
emerge at high shear rates Wi � 1 after a prior universal scaling at low shear rates
Wi . 10. The cross-over between the two limiting scaling regimes takes place around the
overlap concentration, albeit at a slightly different concentration for each component of G.
These differences can be explained by the asymmetric change in shape under shear flow,
which leads to the polymers effectively overlapping at different concentrations in different
directions. The second scaling regime found for concentrations well beyond the overlap
concentration is characterized by a weaker perturbation of the polymers’ structure by the
flow, as evidenced by the smaller scaling exponent compared to the one obtained below
the overlap concentration. As such, it appears that the interactions with the surrounding
molecules effectively shield the SCNPs from the frictional forces between different fluid
layers. Remarkably, these changes in extension and compression of the shape of SCNPs
upon increasing the concentration of the solution do not affect the average orientation in
the flow-gradient plane, as can be seen from the orientational resistance (Equation 4.5)
depicted in Figure 4.12(d). Indeed, we find a power law mG ∼Wicµ with the exact same
scaling exponent µ = 0.67 reported earlier in infinite dilution (see Figure 4.6).

To further highlight the pronouncedly different response to shear flow between dilute
and concentrated SCNP solutions, we show the Wi-dependence of the rotational frequency
ωz and the polymer contribution to the viscosity ηp (Equation 4.7) for the polydisperse
solution in Figure 4.13. The rotational frequency is calculated via the angular momentum
L and the inertia tensor J according to the relation L = Jω. The observables ωz and
ηp exhibit the same qualitative behavior as the diagonal components of the gyration
tensor, displaying a universal scaling at low Wic, which transitions into two distinct
scaling regimes for low and high concentrations at high Wic. We plot the rotational
frequency normalized by the shear rate γ̇ as in Figure 4.11, because of the linear scaling
ωz ∼ γ̇ expected at low shear rates and indeed found for individual SCNPs at Wi � 1.
Interestingly, while the scaling exponent for the normalized rotational frequency below the
overlap concentration coincided with the one found for individual SCNPs at Wi� 1, it is
increased from µ = −0.75 to µ = −0.34 upon increasing the concentration to ρ/ρ? = 3.74,
indicating that the rotation of the SCNPs is less hindered (compared to small shear
rates) at high concentrations than at low concentrations. The opposite effect is found for
the viscosity: shearing at high densities leads to a stronger reduction of ηp than at low
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densities. This is most likely due to the high number of monomer contacts and the strong
steric repulsion experienced by SCNPs in concentrated solutions, such that stretching in
the flow direction leads to a more efficient packing of the SCNPs and thus a stronger
decrease in excluded volume interaction.

So far, we have only discussed the behavior of the polydisperse solutions, since they
are experimentally more relevant. This is due to the fact that an efficient procedure
for separating SCNPs of different topologies has not been reported yet, even though
some of the techniques proposed for segregating linear and ring polymers [57, 58, 59, 60,
61, 62, 63] might be worth exploring for SCNPs. However, comparing polydisperse and
monodisperse solutions helps discerning between the effect of polydispersity and the effect
of the universal characteristics of SCNPs as a separate class of nanoparticles (see discussion
of Chapter 4.3.1). For all the characteristics discussed so far, we observe qualitatively the
same behavior in the monodisperse solutions, even though the specific exponents differ
slightly. Thus, to rationalize the density-dependent response in the high-Wi regime, we
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show representative snapshots of the monodisperse solutions consisting of either a low or
a high equilibrium asphericity SCNP in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, respectively.
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Each SCNP is colored according to its instantaneous radius of gyration on a scale
from dark red (corresponding to the minimum Rg at a particular Wi, ρ/ρ?-combination)
to dark blue (corresponding to the maximum Rg). The snapshots highlight the segregation
and impenetrability of individual SCNPs due to their topological interactions at all shear
rates and densities. Furthermore, we observe a weak transient demixing of elongated and
compressed SCNPs at intermediate and high shear rates. We especially find elongated
SCNPs to be often aligned with other simultaneously elongated SCNPs, which might
stem from an effective depletion interaction between instantaneously stretched SCNPs
conveyed by the smaller collapsed SCNPs. We believe the intrinsic impenetrability of
SCNPs is the driving force behind their density-dependent response, as it hinders the
strong elongation in the flow direction observed in high dilution.

To gain deeper insight into how density affects the SCNPs’ response to shear, we choose
to discuss certain observables in the equivalent, but conceptually different manner, of
plotting them as a function of density instead of Wi. In Figure 4.16, we plot the radius of
gyration and the orientational resistance in this fashion, where each data set corresponds
to a fixed Weissenberg number and is normalized by its value at ρ/ρ∗ = 0.25. For any
given Wi, increasing the concentration leads to a reduction of the orientational resistance
mG, indicating that the SCNPs tend to be more aligned with the flow as the solution
becomes more crowded.

Representing Rg as a function of density reveals a much more complex behavior. We
include data for equilibrium conditions (Wi = 0), where an increase in density collapses
the SCNPs to crumpled globules [49]. Shrinking continues in weakly sheared solutions for
which Wi ≤ 1, but stops at intermediate shear rates 1 ≤ Wi ≤ 20, where adding more
SCNPs to the solution, even up to ρ/ρ? ∼ 6 does not affect their mean size, since they are
sufficiently elongated to fill the space without significant contacts between neighboring
molecules. Further increasing the shear rate leads to a partial reversal of this trend. For
Wi > 20, we observe a non-monotonic ρ-dependence of the molecular size: Increasing
the concentration shrinks the SCNPs up to ρ/ρ? ∼ 4, beyond which they start to swell
again. To highlight the novelty of this behaviour, in Figure 4.23(a) we include data
sampled from studies of linear chains under homogeneous shear flows employing the same
computational methods we use here [34]. While showing the same qualitative trends at
low to intermediate shear rates, i.e. shrinking upon increased density for low shear rates
and swelling for intermediate shear rates, linear chains never re-enter a regime in which
they shrink in size, even for such high shear flows as Wi = 2400, a lot higher than the
highest in our study. Furthermore, the swelling under mildly sheared flows is a lot stronger
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in linear chains and is only less pronounced at higher shear rates because the chains are
already close to the rod-limit in dilute conditions. It appears that a ‘pseudonematic’
ordering is more favorable in the more flexible linear polymers as they can compensate
the loss of conformational entropy with a gain in vibrational and translational entropy.

Since the radius of gyration is given byR2
g = Gxx+Gyy+Gzz, we report the diagonalized

components Gxx of the gyration tensor in the same manner as Rg in Figure 4.17. We
observe that the trends in Rg(ρ/ρ?) are primarily driven by the dominant contribution of
Gxx, which follows the same qualitative trend. The extension in the gradient direction,
Gyy, on the other hand, exhibits no re-entrant behavior, but is, as in other architectures,
a monotonically decreasing function of density, for all Weissenberg numbers. Finally,
we note that Gxx and Gzz qualitatively follow opposite trends in their dependence on
concentration, reflecting the intrinsic elasticity of SCNPs due to their permanent cross-
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links.

As mentioned earlier, the characteristic behavior exhibited by SCNPs is not related to
a complex interplay of the various time-scales present in the system due to its topological
polydispersity. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.18, where we present the same results as
in Figure 4.16a, but for the three different monodisperse solutions. They all experience
qualitatively the same non-monotonic change in average molecular size as a function
of ρ/ρ? and Wi. Quantitatively, the SCNPs of highest asphericity are also the most
deformable, showing the greatest response to increased crowding, both in terms of swelling
and shrinking, as evidenced by the highest exponent in the approximate scaling Rg ∼ ρ−α
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The microscopic origin of the complex dependence of the SCNP size on concentration
and shear rate can be elucidated by analyzing their intramolecular structure. In Figure
4.19 we plot the average Euclidean distance between any two given monomers i, j, r =
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〈(rj − ri)2〉1/2, as a function of their contour distance s at three different shear rates: In
equilibrium Wi = 0 [50], for Wi = 20 and Wi = 200. The contour distance is defined
as the distance between two monomers that an observer walking along the backbone of
the linear precursor polymer would measure. If we label the monomers in ascending
order according to their position in the linear backbone i = 1, 2, ..., N , this amounts to
s = |i−j|σ. The observable r(s) provides information about the intramolecular monomer
distributions and correlations. It generally follows a scaling law r(s) ∼ sν with exponent
ν, which is related to the scaling of the form factor in the fractal regime.

For SCNPs in equilibrium (Wi = 0, Panel (a)), r(s) displays three regimes: At short
scales (s < 10), it is indistinguishable from that of linear polymers in good-solvent con-
ditions, following a scaling law with exponent ν = 0.6 similar to the Flory exponent of
self-avoiding walks. Beyond that, the effect of permanent loops becomes evident, making
small distances between monomers separated by a large contour distance more likely. In
dilute conditions, this results in a second scaling regime with ν ∼ 0.5, similar to linear
chains in a θ-solvent [51], reflecting the local compaction but overall sparse character of
the majority of SCNPs. Increasing the concentration above the overlap density leads to a
transition to a smaller exponent of ν ∼ 0.35, consistent with their crumpled globular con-
formations (discussed in detail in Chapter 3). Finally, the Euclidean distance converges
to a plateau at large s due to the existence of a small amount of long-range loops in the
SCNPs. One should keep in mind that the polymerization degree N of the SCNPs affects
the range of contour distances for which the second scaling regime can be observed and
possibly also the effective exponents.

The intramolecular correlations cease to be affected by density at intermediate shear
rates (Wi = 20 in Figure 4.19(b)), which is consistent with the marginal effect density
has on Rg in the range of 2 . Wi . 50 (see Figure 4.16(a)). The elongation in the flow
direction is reflected in a larger scaling exponent ν = 0.63 than in equilibrium, but remains
very far from the straight rod limit (νR = 1). Such conformations are only approached
at very high Weissenberg numbers and high dilution (Wi = 200, Figure 4.19(c)), where
ν ∼ 0.8. However, changes in concentration have a strong effect at high shear rates:
Consistent with the decrease in Rg, we find a transition to a significantly lower exponent
of ν & 0.6 at the highest density considered.

As can be seen in Figure 4.20(a), we find that the rotational frequency as a function of
the concentration shows a strong correlation with the z-component of the gyration tensor
(see Figure 4.17). It appears that swelling along the vorticity direction in combination with
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Figure 4.20: As Figure 4.16 for the rotational frequency (a) and the polymer contribution to the viscosity
(b).

compression in the flow-gradient plane facilitates rotations around the vorticity directions.
This can be rationalized very intuitively as the rotational energy is given by Erot = 1

2Jω2,
which explicitly amounts to Erot,z = 1

2
∑N
i=1mi (x2

i + y2
i − xizi − yizi)ω2

z for a rotation
around the z-axis. Thus, an increase in either Gxx or Gyy increases the energy for a
rotation around the z-direction substantially.

Rheological Properties

We now turn our discussion to the viscosity as a function of density, reported in Figure
4.20(b). We find two regimes, a single scaling for all Weissenberg numbers below the
overlap concentration and a Weissenberg dependent power law ηp ∼ ρx above ρ?. For
ρ� ρ∗, the polymer contribution to the viscosity increases linearly with the concentration,
as expected for dilute conditions. Beyond the overlap concentrations the exponents range
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between x = 0.95 for Wi & 100 and x = 1.5 for Wi . 1. The latter lies in between the
values for semidilute solutions of linear chains in good (x = 1.3) and θ-solvent (x = 2)
conditions in equilibrium [51]. The regime of shear rate dependent power laws with
ηp ∼ ρx can be explained by a simple scaling argument. In unentangled semi-dilute
solutions of fractal objects whose size scales as R ∼ N ν , the overlap concentration should
follow

ρ∗ ∼ NR−3 ∼ N1−3ν , (4.13)

where R and N is the object’s size and number of monomers, respectively. We find for
our system that ηp ∼ (ρ/ρ∗)x, so that if we insert Equation 4.13, we arrive at

ηp ∼ ρxN (3ν−1)x . (4.14)

If we assume that in semi-dilute solutions, hydrodynamic interactions are screened on
length-scales bigger than the mesh-size, the viscosity would furthermore scale linearly
with the molecular mass,

ηp ∼ N . (4.15)

Equating 4.14 and 4.15, we finally arrive at the following relation between the scaling
exponents x and ν:

(3ν − 1)x = 1 . (4.16)

According to this relation, the exponents we find for the viscosity x = 1.5, 1.1, 0.95 at the
representative values Wi = 1, 20, 200 should originate from exponents for the intramolec-
ular structure ν = 0.56, 0.64 and 0.68, respectively. We can check the validity of this
scaling argument by comparing these values to the scaling exponents expressed in r(s),
whose values at the given Weissenberg numbers, ν = 0.52, 0.63 and 0.66 are in good
agreement with the theoretical calculation (taking into consideration the error in the es-
timation of ν due to the relatively small N of the SCNPs). We further test our scaling
argument on data sampled from linear chains [34] (see Figure 4.23, whose viscosity shows
a weaker dependence on Weissenberg number. Following the same relation as SCNPs
(see Equation 4.16), the observed exponents x = 1.2 (low concentration, low Wi) and 0.8
(high concentration, high Wi) should stem from a scaling of the intramolecular structure
R ∼ Nν with exponents ν = 0.61 and 0.75, respectively, which is consistent with the lim-
its of self-avoiding random walks (νF = 0.59) and almost rod-like conformations (νR = 1),
respectively.
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Figure 4.21: Cross-correlator Cxy(t) for the monodisperse solutions of SCNPs of intermediate equilibrium
asphericity a0 = 0.34, at Weissenberg numbers Wi = 2, 20 and 100 (panels (a), (b) and (c), respectively).
Each data set corresponds to a fixed value of the concentration (see legend).

Dynamic behaviour

Further insight into the structural changes upon increasing the density at different shear
rates might be gained from investigating the dynamical behaviors underlying these changes.
Especially, we would like to know if tumbling is reduced or prevails in solutions beyond
the overlap density, since the interplay between steric interactions hindering tumbling and
the conformational entropy gained from it makes a prediction difficult. We characterize
tumbling via the flow-gradient cross-correlation of the gyration tensor Cxy(t) as defined
in Equation 4.10 of Chapter 4.3.1. The different relaxation times – and thus different
tumbling frequencies – of the SCNPs in the polydisperse solutions complicate an interpre-
tation of the average Cxy(t), so we report results for the monodisperse solutions instead in
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Figure 4.21, since we have shown that the qualitative behavior of both monodisperse and
polydisperse solutions is the same for all static observables. All monodisperse solutions
exhibit the characteristic anti-correlation peaks in Cxy(t) at a high Weissenberg number
of Wi = 200 even up to the highest density. The amplitudes of the peaks decay system-
atically upon increasing the density of the solution, which does not necessarily mean that
the SCNPs tumble less, but could also be interpreted as their tumbling motion being less
well defined.

Investigating the distribution of instantaneous values of the gyration tensor in the flow
direction (Gxx) should help elucidate the change in tumbling dynamics, since a tumbling
cycle is characterized by a strong fluctuation of Gxx over its course. Figure 4.22 shows
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the histograms of Gxx for the monodisperse solutions, (a-c) corresponding to the same
state points as in Figure 4.21. Interestingly, crowding strongly decreases the prevalence of
highly elongated (high Gxx) conformations, while it increases the amount of time SCNPs
spend in more collapsed (low Gxx) conformations. During a tumbling cycle, the polymer
has to flip its tail over its head while it is in a collapsed state. Unlike a linear chain, which
can achieve this by sliding one segment over the other without significantly growing in
the gradient direction, the cross-links of SCNPs necessitate a greater extension in the
y-direction during this rotation. The presence of other molecules crowding the solution
would thus hinder the tail-over-head flip, leading to the SCNPs remaining in the collapsed
phase of the tumbling cycle for longer than in dilute conditions. Simultaneously, the
impenetrability of SCNPs limits the elongation in the stretched phase of the tumbling
motion. Combined, these two effects could explain the decrease in average size as a
function of density at high shear rates, which is not encountered in solutions of linear
polymers.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have investigated the response of single-chain nanoparticles to ho-
mogeneous shear flow in high dilution and semi-dilute systems. We employed Molecular
Dynamics for the polymers coupled to a solvent modeled via Multi-particle Collision Dy-
namics in order to include hydrodynamic interactions. By focusing first on the effect of
different polymer topologies (sparse to globular) resulting from the stochastic character
of the cross-linking process, we showed that SCNPs exhibit universal scaling laws inde-
pendent of their specific architecture for several of their static and dynamic observables.
The set of exponents we found for the Wi-scaling of the gyration tensor, the orienta-
tional resistance, the rotational frequency and the viscosity is clearly distinct from other
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polymer architectures such as linear chains, stars or ring polymers. We thus conclude
that SCNPs constitute a separate class of polymeric nanoparticles, that is defined not
by the specific connectivity, but by the average sparse network-like character. Despite
their universal response to shear, the underlying dynamics of different SCNP topologies
in shear flows present a complex interplay of both tumbling and tank-treading motions.
While signatures of both behaviors are visible in the characteristic correlation functions
Cxy and Cangle at intermediate Weissenberg numbers, the response of SCNPs of different
equilibrium asphericities diverge at high shear rates: tumbling dominates the dynamics
of sparse SCNPs and tank-treading is prevalent in globular topologies.

In semi-dilute and crowded solutions, SCNPs exhibit a novel density dependent re-
sponse to shear at intermediate to high Weissenberg numbers. Contrary to simpler poly-
mer architectures, like linear chains or stars, for which the Wi-scaling of various static
observables depend at most marginally on the concentration, we find two distinct limiting
scaling exponents in SCNPs solutions with a cross-over around the overlap concentra-
tion. Furthermore, increasing the density of SCNPs at a fixed shear rate leads to a
complex re-entrance phenomenon for the molecular size, with mild swelling at low to
intermediate shear rates and shrinking at high shear rates, the latter of which is never
observed in linear chains. We believe this behavior originates from the intrinsic impen-
etrable character of the SCNPs, which hinders formation of entanglements and leads to
the transition to crumpled globular conformations in equilibrium. While linear chains
achieve a better packing through alignment and elongation in the flow direction, SCNPs
need to adopt more collapsed conformations to accommodate neighboring molecules. A
comparison between polydisperse and monodisperse solutions of three different SCNP
topologies (globular, intermediate, sparse) shows that the complex response of SCNPs to
shear does not originate from a complex interplay of various time-scales, but is intrinsic to
the randomly cross-linked architecture of these nanoparticles. While the specific scaling
exponents found in monodisperse solutions below and above the overlap concentration
differ slightly, they exhibit the same qualitative behavior in all static observables as the
polydisperse mixtures.

We believe that our results shed light on the role of topology in the response of
polymeric nanoparticles to shear flows, which are important in many of their potential
applications, such as drug delivery or bio-imaging. Furthermore, in light of the structural
similarities between SCNPs and intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) [49, 64], we hope
that our findings can help to understand the effects strong shear flows have on IDPs. We
expect that SCNPs serve as an even better non-specific model for IDPs in such scenarios,
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as shearing forces are able to break some of the ordered domains of IDPs stabilized by
weak physical interactions [65], such as hydrogen bonds, electrostatic attraction and self-
assembly of hydrophobic patches, while the stronger chemical bonds, such as disulfide
bonds, reminiscent of the SCNPs’ cross-links prevail.
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5.1 Introduction

Since its beginnings at the start of the 21st century, the synthesis of single-chain nanopar-
ticles has been dominated by polymer chemistries involving irreversibly cross-linking func-
tional groups. In the past years, however, the possibility of exploiting reversible interac-
tions to produce stimuli-responsive SCNPs is gaining increased interest [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8]. Separate classes of reversible interactions with distinct advantages have emerged in
the field of single-chain technology: non-covalent and so-called dynamic covalent bonds.
Non-covalent bonds are characterized by their relatively low energy (typically a few kBT ),
which is modulated smoothly by external variables such as temperature, pH and solvent.
Prominent examples of non-covalent interactions used in SCNPs are hydrogen bonds
[9, 10], helical [11, 12] or π − π stacking [13], host-guest interactions [14, 15], ionic at-
traction [16] and metal complex formation [17, 18]. In contrast to non-covalent bonds,
reversible or dynamic covalent bonds are very robust and their formation, breaking or
exchange can be induced rapidly by very specific external stimuli. These can be pH, pho-
tons, redox potentials or a catalyst. The classical example of a dynamic covalent bond
is the disulfide bridge, which plays a prominent role in the stabilization of the native
folded state of proteins. It served as inspiration for including disulfide bonds [19], but
also hydrazone [20], enamine [21], coumarine [22] and anthrazene [23] bonds in the SCNP
chemistry toolbox.

The advantage of dynamic covalent bonds is that the need for an external stimulus
to catalyze their formation and breaking opens up the possibility of kinetically trap-
ping the system. Furthermore, reversibility means that synthesis is never ‘complete’ and
individual SCNPs of this kind can form intermolecular bonds in addition to their in-
tramolecular bonds if their concentration is increased above the very high dilution limit.
Such intermolecular bonds could potentially lead to aggregation, phase separation but also
the formation of a physical gel. The interplay between intra- and intermolecular bond
formation has been exploited recently by Fulton et al. in thermoresponsive polymers to
produce a system that reversibly transitions between a SCNP solution and a hydrogel [24].
The thermoresponsive nature of the oligoethyleneglycol methyl ether branches causes the
polymers to aggregate upon a rise in temperature, while a mildly acidic pH allows the
acylhydrazone bonds to undergo component exchange processes. Combination of these
two orthogonal triggers leads to the reversible reorganization of intramolecularly folded
SCNPs into a robustly cross-linked hydrogel. The response of this material to multiple ex-
ternal stimuli could be exploited in situations where the behavior of the material should
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depend on the specific makeup of the environment, for example the specific release of
drugs in target tissues.

While the advances in synthesis of such reversible gels made from dynamic covalent
SCNPs are promising, investigations of the structure of such materials is lacking until
now. Moreover, the theoretical description of physical gels in general (as opposed to per-
manently cross-linked chemical gels), has come into focus in the soft matter community
in relatively recent years. This is due in part to the difficulty of precisely defining the
meaning of ‘gel’, as currently both systems exhibiting dynamical arrest and network for-
mation in equilibrium are considered gels. A common working definition of a gel is a
low density disordered state with solid-like properties such as a yield stress. It combines
properties of a liquid through its disordered structure and a solid in that it does not flow.
What distinguishes them from glasses is not only their typical low volume fraction but
also their retention of quasi-ergodicity on all but the largest length scales dictated by the
infinite percolating network [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. A second obstacle for the establishment
of a unifying theoretical framework of gel formation is the lack of an ideal model system
that incorporates the minimal, necessary ingredients to reproduce the universal features
of a gelling system.

In Hill’s formalism of liquid condensation in terms of physical clusters, phase separation
induced by strong attractive forces can be avoided by either complementing the attraction
by a long-range repulsion [30, 31] or by modifying the attraction by limiting the valence
of the interacting molecules [32]. The former can be induced by excessive surface charges
on colloids [33], while the latter can be achieved by decorating colloidal particles with
a small number of well defined attractive patches [34, 35] or the engineering of specific
DNA sequences designed to form star-shaped architectures with sticky ends [36, 37].
The advantage of such limited-valence particles lies in the possibility of theoretically
calculating their free energy within the formalism of Wertheim theory [38, 39], which
allows one to determine the phase diagram of the system [40]. Furthermore, the increased
experimental control over such patchy particles achieved in the past decade has paved
the way for their use as highly tunable building blocks for the design of self-assembled
materials [41, 42].

We believe that single-chain nanoparticles with reversible bonds will display character-
istics of both microphase separating colloids and patchy particles due to the competition
between intra- and intermolecular bonds. At very high dilution, intramolecular bonds
should be favored by the separation of chains in good solvent conditions. Upon increasing
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the volume fraction, some of these intramolecular bonds will be exchanged for connections
with other chains for entropic reasons, possibly forming a system-spanning network for
the right combination of system parameters. We expect phase separation of the system to
be avoided through the combination of excluded volume interactions and the inherently
limited ‘valence’ of the polymers because of the locally small number of (monovalent)
monomers capable of forming bonds.

In this chapter, we aim to provide a preliminary investigation into the gel formation
of such reversible SCNPs by means of Langevin dynamics simulations. We will show that
the competition between intra- and intermolecular bonds is governed by a delicate bal-
ance of various entropic contributions and leads to a density dependent effective valence.
System-spanning networks form at relatively low monomer densities, whose cluster size
at the percolation threshold is well described by Flory-Stockmayer theory. The formation
of intermolecular bonds furthermore induces a non-monotonic dependence of the poly-
mers’ size on the density in the limit of very high bond lifetimes. At the same time,
the polymers in the percolating cluster adopt an intramolecular structure characteristic
for self-avoiding chains, which constitutes a strong contrast to the collapse behavior (to
crumpled globules) of irreversible SCNPs in semi-dilute solutions. Finally, we study the
dynamics of the system, which displays the typical caging phenomena of gelling materials
in the mean-squared displacement. Simultaneously, an interesting behavior emerges in
the reorganization dynamics of the percolating cluster, where the time it takes for a free
chain to reattach to the cluster is solely governed by the bond strength.

5.2 Simulation Details

We perform Langevin dynamics simulations (as introduced in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2)
at a fixed temperature of T = ε/kBT = 1, with a time-step of ∆t = 0.01σ(m/ε)1/2 and a
friction coefficient of γ = 0.05.

The reversibly cross-linking polymers are modeled according to the coarse-grained
bead-spring model introduced in Chapter 2.2. As such, they represent uncrossable flexi-
ble chains of Kuhn length σ with excluded volume interactions in good solvent conditions.
They consist of N = 200 monomers, consecutively linked together by irreversible back-
bone bonds modeled via the FENE potential (Equation 2.2). A fraction f = Nr/N of
these monomers is randomly chosen to be of the reactive type, which can form monofunc-
tional, reversible bonds with other reactive monomers. A bond is formed whenever two
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monomers approach each other in space and are separated by less than the capture radius
rc = 1.3. This bond formation is identical to the cross-linking process in the case of irre-
versible single-chain nanoparticles. However, once a bond is formed, the two participating
monomers do not interact via a FENE potential, but instead via a Morse potential

U rev(r) = K
[
2e(r0−r) − e2(r0−r)

]
, (5.1)

with an adjustable parameter K. Bonds can be broken again, if, at any given timestep,
the participating monomers separate by more than rc, upon which their interaction via
the Morse potential terminates. The parameter K governs the bond strength through
modulating the energy barrier that has to be overcome in order to break the bond, which
is given by the energy difference U(rc)− U(r0). As such, bond formation is independent
of K, while bond breakage depends on K. Thus, varying K not only changes the average
bond lifetime, but also the average probability of any reactive monomer being bonded at
equilibrium. The remaining free parameter r0 is chosen such that the minimum of the
sum of non-bonded and bonded interactions for both irreversible and reversible bonds
are similar (see Figure 2.1 of Chapter 2, which compares the various potentials used
to simulate bonds between reactive monomers). Contrary to patchy particle models, in
which the monofunctionality of the bonds is encoded in the geometry of the interaction
[40, 43, 37, 44], we enforce monofunctionality by keeping a list of bonded pairs. Reactive
monomers that are currently already bonded cannot form other bonds until their current
one is broken.

Before simulating reversibly cross-linking chains at various densities, we perform ex-
ploratory simulations of single chains in the limit of very high dilution ρ→ 0 for various
values of f (fraction of reactive groups) and K (bond strength). We calculate the radius
of gyration Rg and the bond probability pb, which is defined as the ratio between the num-
ber of bonds formed and the total number of possible bonds (a distinction between intra-
and intermolecular bonds is not made). Our results are summarized in Table 5.1. As
expected, the probability of any reactive monomer to be bonded at equilibrium depends
strongly on K and mildly on f . Interestingly, a comparison of the radius of gyration of
fully cross-linked irreversible SCNPs and the reversible chains of different K shows that
SCNPs are still significantly smaller on average than the reversible chains whose bond
probability approaches 1.

Since we are interested in exploring the possibility of forming gels from these reversibly
cross-linking chains, the bond probability needs to be high enough for a system spanning
cluster to form and give the material the ability to propagate stresses throughout the
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f K r0 Rg pB

0.1

24.6 1.380 11.256 0.27
27.0 1.420 10.942 0.47
29.6 1.448 10.386 0.7
31.6 1.464 9.893 0.83
33.7 1.477 9.349 0.91
Irreversible 8.015 1

0.2

24.6 1.38 10.977 0.48
27.0 1.42 10.404 0.68
29.6 1.448 9.809 0.84
31.6 1.464 9.363 0.92
33.7 1.477 8.776 0.96
Irreversible 7.714 1

0.3

24.6 1.38 10.707 0.60
27.0 1.42 10.186 0.78
29.6 1.448 9.690 0.9
31.6 1.464 9.237 0.95
33.7 1.477 8.547 0.97
Irreversible 7.534 1

Table 5.1: Radius of gyration Rg and bond probability pB as a function of bond strength K and fraction
of reactive groups f at highly dilute conditions (ρ → 0). The values for irreversibly cross-linked SCNPs
are included for comparison.

whole system. We decided to choose the bond strength parameters K = 29.6 and 33.7 as
well two fractions of reactive monomers, f = 0.1 and 0.3, for the subsequent simulations
at different densities.

In the following simulations, we keep the total number of chains Nc = 108, and thus
the total number of monomers Nm = N ·Nc = 21600, fixed for all systems, while varying
the size of the cubic simulation box according to L = V 1/3 =

(
N
ρ

)1/3
. For the remainder

of this chapter, we report the density of the system in reduced units ρ/ρ?, where ρ? is the
overlap concentration. We define the overlap concentration ρ? = N(2Rg)−3 with respect to
the radius of gyration of a chain with a given (f,K) parameter combination in the highly
dilute limit ρ→ 0 (see Table 5.1). We expect intermolecular cross-links to begin forming
significantly around the overlap concentration, when monomers of different chains start
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to enter the same space. Irreversible SCNPs at equilibrium undergo a crossover in their
scaling behavior around the overlap concentration. Their topological interactions prevent
the concatenation of two or more SCNPs, which leads to their collapse to crumpled
globules [45, 46], instead of the milder transition of inert linear polymers to Gaussian
chains. We explore densities in the range 0 ≤ ρ/ρ? ≤ 4.4. This corresponds to monomer
densities up to ρ ≈ 0.14, which lies below the entanglement density for linear chains of
the same polymerization degree, ρe & 0.42 (see Chapter 4). Where possible, we initialize
the system with equilibrated configurations of the polymers in a cubic lattice. Beyond a
certain density, overlapping chains generate strong repulsive forces due to the excluded
volume interactions and impede such an approach. We thus initialize the system in the
smallest box possible and run a small simulation in which we periodically scale the volume
and the monomer positions by a small factor x . 1 until we reach the desired size. For
each parameter combination and each density, we run 8 independent simulation runs, each
consisting of 1× 107 equilibration steps and 4× 107 production steps.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Competition between intra- and intermolecular bonds

Ideally, we would like to evaluate the complete K − ρ phase diagram of these reversibly
cross-linking polymers to find the regions in which gel formation is possible. However,
performing calculations of a sufficient number of parameter combinations is beyond the
scope of this work as a single run on a single CPU requires about 1 month of CPU time.

A different and more elegant approach is to derive a thermodynamic description of the
system according to Wertheim theory [38, 39] by using inputs from computer simulations.
Wertheim thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT) was originally developed for asso-
ciating liquids, but has also been successfully employed to elucidate the phase behavior of
gel forming systems of limited valence, qualitatively and sometimes even quantitatively
reproducing numerical results [40, 47, 48]. It assumes that the free energy of a system can
be decomposed into two parts: one contribution coming from a reference system without
bonds, and a contribution stemming from the bonds formed in the system. The former
can be estimated via a virial expansion to second order, where the second virial coefficient
is calculated from the effective potential between two purely repulsive reference particles.
The latter is given directly by the theory, derived from a summation over certain classes
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of relevant graphs in the Mayer expansion, and depends on the effective valence of the
system.

A few fundamental assumptions of TPT have to be satisfied in order to be able to
describe the system according to its predictions: (i) bonds are strictly monofunctional,
(ii) two molecules can not share more than one bond and (iii) molecules cannot form
bonds with themselves. While (ii) might be problematic at very high densities, (iii) is
inherently violated in a flexible polymeric molecule with many functional groups along its
backbone. However, if the number of intramolecular bonds stays approximately constant
at different densities for a specific K, we can neglect intramolecular bonds and view the
polymers as having an ‘effective’ valence of M = [1− pb(K, ρ = 0)]N · f . If this is the
case, the polymers might behave similar to patchy particles, but with the distinction that
the ‘patches’ are not located at specific points on their surface, but randomly distributed
and fluctuate, due to the inherent softness of the polymer and the possible restructuring
of the intramolecular bonds. In this view, the intramolecular bonds solely affect the
reference free energy, which can be calculated with the Widom insertion method [49] by
only allowing intramolecular bonds to form.

Thus, our first objective is to test whether this assumption of intramolecular bonds
being unaffected by interactions with other nanoparticles holds over a certain range of
densities. Figure 5.1 displays the relative loss of intramolecular bonds per chain as a
function of density. Unfortunately, for all f,K parameter combinations, increasing the
density of the system leads to a competition between intra- and intermolecular bonds,
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instead of a simple addition of intermolecular bonds on the periphery of a cross-linked
particle. The effect is strongest for K = 33.7 and f = 0.3, the system with the highest
bond probability pB in high dilution. This can be understood in terms of the overall
bond probability pB, which is reported in Figure 5.2. We notice that at K = 33.7 and
f = 0.3, it is saturated already at a low density and stays constant upon crowding the
system. Since bonds have a finite lifetime and the monomer density of reactive species is
still relatively low at the highest reduced density, there will always be a period of being
in a non-bonded state between the breakage of one connection and the formation of a
new one, leading to a saturation of pB below 1. Implementing a bond-swapping algorithm
[50, 43], in which bonds can be exchanged between different reactive monomers without
an energy penalty, could result in different outcomes and should be considered in future
studies of this system. On the other hand, the parameter combination with the smallest
bond probability at high dilution, K = 29.6 and f = 0.1 exhibits the strongest increase
in pB as a function of density. Here, the loss in entropy stemming from the crowding of
surrounding molecules can apparently be compensated by the enthalpic gain of forming
new additional intermolecular bonds.

The competition between intra- and intermolecular bonds has to be understood in
terms of a delicate interplay between various entropic and energetic contributions to the
free energy of the system. One could expect that the formation of intramolecular bonds is
favorable over the formation of connections with other molecules, as the latter reduces the
translational entropy of both molecules without a compensating energetic gain, since the
bonds are energetically equivalent. On the other hand, depending on the contour length
separating the monomers whose intramolecular bond is exchanged for an intermolecular
bond, the breakage of the former could potentially increase the structural entropy of the
molecule losing the intramolecular link. Figure 5.3 presents an example of two possible
bond recombination events. In scenario (a), two intramolecular bonds between monomers
separated by short contour distances are exchanged for an intermolecular bond (and a
different intramolecular bond to keep the number of free reactive groups constant). The
structural entropy is thus only mildly affected by the breakage of the intramolecular bonds,
while the translational entropy is decreased significantly, as the two molecules now have
to diffuse together. In scenario (b), the two separate molecules each contain a long-range
loop formed by functional groups close to their ends. The opening of this loop via the
exchange for an intramolecular bond increases the structural entropy of both molecules,
as one of their ends (the one not participating in the newly formed intermolecular bond)
becomes floppier and acquires increased freedom to explore different conformations. Apart
from the entropic contributions of increasing or decreasing structural and translational
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degrees of freedom, one has to consider the purely combinatorial increase in entropy due
to the possibility of forming intermolecular bonds [51]. A quantitative elucidation of this
effect in our system might be obtained via umbrella sampling [52] of two chains at varying
distances.

In conclusion, the delicate interplay between various entropic effects together with the
energetic equivalence of intra- and interchain bonds lead to a competition of the two and
a strong decrease in intrachain bonds with increasing density. This renders a theoretical
treatment of this system according to Wertheim theory impossible without significant
adaptations and we are not able to establish its complete phase diagram.

Figure 5.3: Schematic examples of two possible recombinations between intramolecular (yellow stars) and
intermolecular (red stars) bonds. The number of free reactive monomers (green stars) remains unchanged
in both events.
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cluster.

5.3.2 Intermolecular Bonding and Percolation

A necessary, albeit not sufficient, prerequisite for gelation, is the emergence of a fully
connected network, spanning the whole system in all three directions. In chemical gels,
where bonds are irreversible, the onset of this percolation coincides with the system
acquiring a finite shear modulus and an infinite zero shear viscosity – the gel stops flowing.
In physical gels, where bonds are transient, clusters can break and reform over time, which
strongly affects the mechanical and dynamical properties of the system. The transient
appearance of a system spanning cluster does therefore not guarantee the propagation of
external stresses throughout the whole system for all time scales, as would be expected
of a gel.

Figure 5.4 displays the distribution of cluster sizes for the whole range of densities for
all four parameter combinations. Here, two chains are said to belong to the same cluster
if they share at least one intermolecular bond between them. Note that the maximum
cluster size Nmax

cluster is 108, as the number of polymers is constant in our simulations.
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Irreversible gelation processes are well described by the Flory-Stockmayer mean-field
theory of percolation, if two conditions are met: the bonds are independent from each
other and loops are not present in the system [53, 54, 55]. Under these assumptions the
percolation threshold can be calculated in terms of a critical bond probability pcb, which
depends on temperature or attraction strength and volume fraction [53, 56]. Close to
this critical point, the cluster size distribution follows a power law p(Ncluster) ∼ N−τcluster

with exponent τ = 5/2. In three dimensions, numerical calculations on different lattices
yield an exponent of about τ ≈ 2.18 [57, 58, 59]. Both assumptions made in the Flory-
Stockmayer theory are violated in our system. Indeed, we observe that close to the
formation of a shoulder in the cluster size distribution, it is well described by a scaling
law with the same exponent τ ≈ 2.18 as found in irreversible lattice models (see solid
lines in Figure 5.4). This is found consistently for all parameter combinations.
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Since the ‘effective valence’ of these reversibly cross-linking polymers is dependent on
density, reactive monomer fraction and bond strength, we are interested in how many
intermolecular bonds a chain forms on average as the system starts to percolate. One
has to keep in mind, however, that multiple bonds are possible between two specific
polymers, and every additional bond shared between two chains does not add to the
overall connectivity of the network. In Figure 5.5 we thus display both the average
number of intermolecular bonds per chain as well as the average connectivity (i.e. to how
many other chains is a chain connected, irrespective of the number of bonds mediating
the connection). The values at which a pronounced peak at a high cluster size first
appears in P (Ncluster) (see Figure 5.4) are marked by ellipses. We find that the average
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connectivity is approximately two at the onset of the formation of an infinite network. In
such a network, some chains need to act as branch points in the network with at least
three connections, while chains with two connections will form long bridges between those.
Thus, at an average connectivity of two, many chains are still left completely unbonded
or forming small aggregates of two or three chains.

Looking at Figure 5.5 one might conclude from the increasing difference between the
number of intermolecular bonds Binter and the connectivity C at high densities, that at
some point bonds are preferentially formed between chains which are already linked to-
gether. This intuitively makes sense, especially for a high fraction of reactive monomers,
where reactive monomers on one chain are statistically close in space, which would facil-
itate the formation of further bonds once one connection between two polymers is estab-
lished. To test this assumption, we calculate the ratio Binter/C, i.e. how many bonds are
formed on average per connection between chain i and j (Figure 5.6). Surprisingly, this
value stays approximately constant (within the statistical error) across the whole range
of densities for any of the (K, f) parameter combinations. On the other hand, a higher
fraction of reactive monomers does lead to more intermolecular bonds per connection, as
expected.

To gain a deeper understanding of the formation of intermolecular bonds, we next in-
vestigate the distribution of intermolecular bonds at specific densities. Figure 5.7 displays
the histograms for K = 29.6 and K = 33.7, the main panels presenting the case f = 0.3
and the insets depicting the case f = 0.1, respectively. The distributions reveal a differ-
ence in the energy landscape of the system between the two bond strengths. Whereas
for K = 29.6 the distributions are smooth with a clear maximum, the data for K = 33.7
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exhibit a characteristic zig-zag pattern, marking even values of Binter as favorable with
respect to their closest uneven values. This can be understood in terms of the overall bond
probability, which is close to 1 for K = 33.7. As the possible bonds within the system
are close to saturation, forming an uneven number of intermolecular bonds means that
at least one reactive monomer of that chain remains unbonded. The energetic penalty
associated with this combinatorial property is high enough in this system to produce such
a strong prevalence of even numbers of intermolecular bonds per chain.

5.3.3 Structural Properties

In the previous section, we have shown that the intramolecular bonds are not unaffected
by the presence of other molecules, but rather that intra- and intermolecular bonds com-
pete with each other, the outcome of which depends on a delicate interplay of various
entropic contributions. We expect this exchange of intra- for intermolecular bonds to be
accompanied by structural changes in the polymers. The partial unfolding induced by
the opening of intramolecular loops might to some degree counteract the collapse of the
polymers due to the steric repulsion with others above the overlap concentration.
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Figure 5.8: Normalized radius of gyration for different values of energy constant K and reactive monomer
fraction f as well as for irreversible SCNPs as a function of density.

A first measure for structural changes upon increasing the density is the size of the
polymers, given by the radius of gyration (see Equation 3.5). It is depicted in Figure
5.8. We find that the competition between steric repulsion and partial unfolding leads
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to qualitatively different density dependences of the polymer size for different bond pa-
rameters. For K = 29.6, shrinking due to macromolecular crowding dominates, whereas
for the strong association energy K = 33.7, the polymers swell slightly compared to their
conformations at high dilution. At high densities, however, a re-entrance of Rg can be
observed. For comparison, we include the behavior of irreversibly cross-linked SCNPs
(no intermolecular bonds) under crowding conditions, whose collapse behavior is much
more pronounced and resembles that of ring polymers in melts [45]. For the remainder
of this chapter, whenever we refer to SCNPs for comparison, we mean topologically poly-
disperse solutions of single-chain nanoparticles, which where obtained by an irreversible
cross-linking procedure at infinite dilution, such that no intermolecular bonds are present
in the system (see simulation details of Chapters 3 or 4).

A more detailed description of the intramolecular structure of the chains is given by
their isotropic form factors,

w(q) =
〈

1
N

∑
j,k

sin(qrjk)
qrjk

〉
, (5.2)

where the sum only includes monomers j, k belonging to the same polymer. Being fractal
objects, the form factors of polymers typically follow a scaling law w(q) ∼ q1/ν for wave
vectors corresponding to length scales bigger than the bond length b, but smaller than
the radius of gyration, i.e. 1/Rg . q . 1/b. Figure 5.9 displays the form factors for
all (f,K) parameter combinations at a low density (ρ/ρ? = 0.1, Figure 5.9a) and a high
density (ρ/ρ? = 4.0, Figure 5.9b), beyond the percolation threshold for all parameters.
The differences in scaling between the different parameter combinations are subtle and
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almost vanish at a high density, when a system spanning network is formed. Below the
overlap concentration, the scaling exponents adopted by the chains with a higher bond
probability at ρ → 0 are systematically lower than for those with lower pB (compare
with Table 5.1). This corresponds to the local compaction induced by the intermolecular
bonds. Interestingly, even chains with K = 33.7 and f = 0.3, whose bond probability
pB = 0.97 is very close to 1, still exhibit pronounced differences with irreversible SCNPs
(red dot-dashed lines). Indeed, a recent review of experimental data of reversible SCNPs
in high dilution showed that their structure is well described by a self-avoiding walk with
a Flory-like scaling of ν ≈ 0.6, regardless of specific polymer chemistry or reversible
interaction (e.g. hydrogen bonds, disulfide bridges, complex formation) [60]. This scaling
is also found in our system for the lower bond strength K = 29.6. The deviation from
the self-avoiding character when the bond life-time approaches infinity (irreversible case)
is a kinetic effect that stems from the occasional arrest of a rare conformation through
the formation of a long-range loop.

Beyond the percolation threshold, the form factors of the polymers of different bond
strength and reactive fraction are nearly indistinguishable. Their scaling exponent ν ≈
0.58 still corresponds to self-avoiding conformations, which could reflect that long-range
intramolecular loops are more likely to be exchanged for intermolecular bonds than short-
range ones. As discussed earlier, this can be explained by a gain in structural entropy
via the opening of long-range loops (Figure 5.3). We also note that the cross-links in
irreversible SCNPs render them less penetrable (concatenation of permanent loops is not
possible), which leads to their collapse to crumpled globules [45].

The structure of the whole system can be probed by calculating correlations between
all monomers j, k, also those belonging to different polymers. The resulting structure
factor,

S(q) =
〈

1
N

∑
j,k

exp [iq · (rj − rk)]
〉
, (5.3)

is shown in Figure 5.10 for K = 33.7 and f = 0.3 at various densities. The other parame-
ters show qualitatively the same behavior and are therefore not shown. As a comparison,
we include the structure factors for irreversible SCNPs at comparable densities. In the in-
termediate to high-q range, both the reversibly bonded polymers as well as the irreversible,
purely intramolecularly cross-linked SCNPs exhibit qualitatively the same behavior. In
the limit of q → 0 the structure factor expresses the compressibility χ of the material

lim
q→0

S(q) = χρkBT . (5.4)
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Figure 5.10: Intermolecular structure factors for reversible chains (solid lines) with reactive monomer
fraction of f = 0.3 and K = 33.7. Dashed lines represent data for irreversibly cross-linked SCNPs.

Apart from high dilution (ρ/ρ? = 0.1), the low-q plateau is significantly and consistently
lower for the solution formed by irreversible SCNPs than for the network made up of
reversibly bonded chains. The permanent cross-links in irreversible SCNPs prevent inter-
penetration of different SCNPs, rendering the system less compressible than the reversible
network at a given density. Furthermore, the structure factor shows no sign of phase sep-
aration or inhomogeneities in the system (through diverging or growing S(q → 0)).

To assure that no phase separation is indeed intervening with gelation, we investigate
density fluctuations in the system. To this end, the box is divided into sub-boxes of
a defined side-length Ls and the monomer density φ is calculated within each of them.
Density fluctuations are then defined by the demixing parameter

σφ = 〈(φ− 〈φ〉)2〉 , (5.5)

where the average is both taken over all sub-boxes and over various conformations. If
phase separation occurs, we should observe a sharp increase in density fluctuations for
a certain density. One has to keep in mind that the choice of Ls influences the results
of σφ. If Ls is too small, fluctuations are inherently limited, while if it is too big, the
phase occupying less volume might not be properly sampled. We varied Ls in the range
3 ≤ Ls ≤ 20 and obtained most consistent results with Ls = 5.

As demonstrated in Figure 5.11, we observe no clear signs of a phase separation within
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Figure 5.11: Average monomer density fluctuation for a bin size of Lbin = 5σ for different values of energy
constant K and reactive monomer fraction f .

the investigated parameter space, consistent with the behavior of the structure factor.
However, the increased values of σφ at low densities ρ/ρ? < 1, suggest that the two
lowest investigated densities might be close to or lie within the phase separated region.
Since the system is finite, density fluctations are limited and cannot diverge, such that
the evaluation of the phase diagram for small densities is quite challenging. We hope to
better sample this parameter space in future research.

Density fluctuations furthermore decrease with increased density. This can be ex-
plained by the self-avoiding conformations adopted by the chains upon increasing the
density. At low densities, primarily intramolecular bonds are present in the polymers,
leading to their local compaction and separation from other polymers. The higher the
density, the more intramolecular bonds are exchanged for intermolecular ones. This leads
to more interpenetration and entanglements and at the same time, locally less compact
structures and thus decreased density fluctuations.

5.3.4 Dynamic Properties

After having discussed in detail the structural properties of the gels formed through the
reversible intermolecular bonds, we now shift our focus to the dynamics of the system.
First, we calculate the mean-squared displacement of the individual monomers,

MSD(t) = 〈(ri(t)− ri(0))2〉 , (5.6)
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Figure 5.12: Monomer mean-squared displacement for K = 33.7 and f = 0.3 at various densities.

where angular brackets denote both a time and ensemble average.

Figure 5.12 displays the MSD of K = 33.7 and f = 0.1 at various densities. Other
parameters display qualitatively the same trends (not shown). At short time-scales,
monomers diffuse freely without a density dependence. Upon increasing the density,
a clear plateau appears in the MSD, marking a slowing down of the dynamics. At the
highest density considered, this plateau extends over more than an order of magnitude
in time. The square-root of the value of the MSD at this plateau, sometimes called the
localization length, ∆ =

√
MSD(t?) ≈ 5−8, is of the order of the radius of gyration of the

polymers. This is quite large, given that on average every third monomer along the chain
is reactive and could potentially be engaged in a bond that strongly limits fluctuations.

One should note that the lack of an intermediate Rouse dynamics (MSD(t) ∼ t0.6)
prior to the plateau regime, typical of polymers is absent here because of the low fric-
tion constant employed to speed up equilibration and sampling. At large time-scales,
monomers reach a diffusive regime, characterized by MSD ∼ 6Dt, with diffusion constant
D. Still, the large localization length and the progressive slowing down reflected in Figure
5.12 are clear signatures of approaching a gel transition. The values of D for different
parameters are presented in Figure 5.13.

Finally, we investigate the bond dynamics and the reorganization of the percolating
cluster once it is formed. We first ask whether the lifetime of intermolecular bonds is af-
fected by gelation or whether cooperativity plays a role in the formation of intermolecular
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bonds. To this end, we calculate the intermolecular bond autocorrelation

Sinter(t) = 〈Bi,j(t) ·Bi,j(0)〉
〈Bi,j(0)〉2 , (5.7)

where Bi,j(t) = 1 if monomers i and j (belonging to different chains) form a bond at time
t, which has not been broken since t = 0 and Bi,j(t) = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, we
calculate the autocorrelation of the cluster

Scluster(t) = 〈Mi(t) ·Mi(0)〉
〈Mi(0)〉2 , (5.8)

where Mi(t) = 1 if polymer i has been a member of the percolating cluster at all times
0 ≤ t′ ≤ t and Mi(t) = 0 otherwise. As such, Scluster(t), is a measure for the average
dissociation time from the cluster. Figure 5.14 displays the intermolecular bond autocor-
relation as well as the cluster autocorrelation for f = 0.3 and for both bond strengths.
The bond autocorrelation is not affected by changes in density in both cases and can
be well described by an exponential decay, Sinter(t) ∼ e−t/τ . This is also true for the in-
tramolecular bonds (not shown), demonstrating that bond breaking is purely governed by
temperature (as the bond strength corresponds to an inverse temperature) and bonding is
not cooperative. On the other hand, the cluster autocorrelation (weakly non-exponential)
is strongly affected by density. For K = 33.7, at high densities the percolating cluster
becomes so stable that almost no polymers leave it within the simulation time window.
This, however, does not mean that the cluster does not rearrange. After all, within the
simulation time frame, the monomers still diffuse more than the box length even at ρ = 4.0
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lation for f = 0.3 and (a) K = 29.6, (b) K = 33.7. Only densities in which a percolating cluster is at
least transiently present are considered.

(see Figure 5.12). An average of 6 intermolecular contacts, however, allows polymers to
move through the cluster, breaking and reforming bonds, without ever detaching from
it. This stability of the cluster, along with its potential to rearrange, could lead to an
interesting behavior under external stresses, which should be investigated in future work.
Furthermore, it is not clear whether intermolecular or intramolecular bonds would break
first under shear, potentially leading to an interesting viscoelastic response.

At intermediate densities, chains do detach from the cluster from time to time and
move through the system before getting reabsorbed in it again. We calculate the time
a polymer spends outside of the percolating cluster before reattaching and report the
results in Figure 5.15. Surprisingly, the distributions of times spent outside the main
percolating cluster is independent of the number of reactive monomers (governed by the
reactive monomer fraction f) and the density. We find a universal distribution solely
dependent on the bond strength K that follows a stretched exponential p(tc) ∼ e−(t/τc)β .
Since diffusion depends strongly on density, we believe that the reattachment time is not
controlled by the time it takes to reach a different reactive monomer, but rather the time
it takes to break a bond, so that a different bonding partner becomes available.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have investigated the gel formation of linear polymer chains decorated
with functional groups with the ability to form reversible bonds. We employed Langevin
dynamics simulations and a reversible bond potential that mimics the reversible covalent
bonds currently in use experimentally for the synthesis of reversible single-chain nanopar-
ticles. A specific system of thermoreversible polymers with the potential to switch between
a SCNP solution and a hydrogel in response to external triggers [24] has recently attracted
a lot of attention to the interplay of intra- and intermolecular bonds. Here, we studied
in detail the competition between these two types of bonds and showed that the replace-
ment of intramolecular links by intermolecular ones prohibits a treatment of the system
via Wertheim theory. As such, we were limited to investigating a finite set of state points
and could not elucidate the complete phase diagram. Nonetheless, we found that the
formation of a system-spanning cluster indeed takes place at relatively low monomer den-
sities due to the inherently limited valence of the polymers. Furthermore, the percolation
transition can be well described by Flory-Stockmayer theory.

Surprisingly, we showed that the introduction of intermolecular bonds induces a non-
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monotonic dependence of the radius of gyration on the density for high bond strengths,
while the polymers collapse to a small degree for lower bond strengths. However, the
conformations adopted by the chains beyond the percolation transition can be described
by self-avoiding walk statistics independent of the bond strength, as is evidenced by the
scaling of the form factor w(q) ∼ q0.58. This result represents a strong difference between
the structure of a semi-dilute system of irreversible SCNPs [45, 46] and a reversible SCNP
gel. The purely intramolecular irreversible cross-links present in the former prevent entan-
glements and interpenetration of two chains, which leads to an effective repulsion between
two polymers and collapse to crumpled globules. In the reversible case, the intramolecular
bonds creating steric hindrance and topological interactions between two chains can be
broken and the microsegration seen in irreversible SCNPs is circumvented, making the
system significantly more compressible in the process.

Finally, we demonstrated that the dynamics of the system display the typical caging
phenomena expected for gelling materials in the mean-square displacement. The reor-
ganization dynamics of the percolating cluster, however, exhibit a remarkable universal
behavior: the time a polymer spends outside of the main cluster is independent of density
and solely depends on the bond lifetime, which suggests that reattachment to the perco-
lating cluster is limited by the availability of free reactive groups and not the diffusion of
the free chain.

In conclusion, we believe that our results present valuable preliminary insights into
the gelling process of reversibly cross-linking polymers with randomly distributed func-
tional groups. The competition between intra- and intermolecular bonds leads to complex
structural rearrangements purely governed by entropical contributions. However, systems
in which such a competition is present have not been studied extensively theoretically
or by computer simulations in the literature to this date. We hope that our results will
motivate further research efforts in this direction.
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6.1 Conclusions and Outlook

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the field of single-chain technology, that is, the
precise production of functionalized polymers capable of purely intra-molecular collapse
to unimolecular, soft nanoparticles, has seen a veritable boom in literature regarding
different polymer chemistries, synthesis procedures and proof-of-concept experiments for
potential applications. However, the theoretical description of their structural and dynam-
ical unique characteristics has been poorly explored until fairly recently. In this thesis, we
used computer simulations as a powerful tool to add to our understanding of the response
of SCNPs in complex environments and elucidate the role of their topological polydisper-
sity. Furthermore, we were able to envision and test new protocols for producing globular
nanoparticles to overcome the limitations of the standard synthesis at high dilution. The
value of computer simulations in complementing and proposing future experiments is
twofold: First, they allow us to access any observable on the single-molecule level, which
helps us understand the underlying microscopic mechanism resulting in macroscopic prop-
erties probed by experiments. Secondly, our complete control over any variable lets us
study several effects independently from each other to gain insight about the dominating
contribution governing any process in the system.

In this thesis, we have employed a variety of different simulation methods to study
SCNPs in complex environments, propose new synthesis methods and elucidate the con-
sequences of replacing irreversible bonds by reversible ones. The main findings of this
work shall be summarized in the following.

In the realm of new synthesis methods, we proposed a novel approach combining dif-
ferent precursor topologies and the presence of purely steric crowder molecules of the same
architecture as the precursor. We were able to show that ring polymers constitute promis-
ing new candidates for SCNP precursors for the design of compact, globular nanoparticles.
While crowding the solution in which synthesis takes place proved to only have minor ef-
fects on the size and shape of the produced SCNPs in the case of linear polymers, we found
both a compaction and a trend towards more spherical conformations in the case of ring
polymers. The resulting “single-ring nanoparticles” (SRNPs) essentially retained, in the
swollen state at high dilution, the scaling behavior observed for their precursor molecules
at the corresponding density at which synthesis took place. We can explain this effect
by the intrinsic topology of ring polymers, which leads to a collapse to crumpled globules
under crowding conditions, facilitating the formation of long-range loops and enabling the
SRNP to freeze its topology in a typical conformation of the precursor.
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Regarding the behavior of SCNPs in complex environments, we performed exten-
sive hydrodynamic simulations of SCNPs in high dilution and semi-dilute systems under
homogeneous shear flow. Upon deciphering the intrinsic response of particular topolo-
gies through single-molecule simulations, we discovered, to our surprise, that SCNPs of
different topologies ranging from sparse to globular exhibit universal scaling laws inde-
pendent of their specific connectivity for several static and dynamic observables. The set
of scaling exponents adopted for the Wi-dependence of the gyration tensor, the orienta-
tional resistance, the rotational frequency and the viscosity is characteristic for the sparse
network-like character of SCNPs and clearly differs from those found in other polymer
architectures. We believe this result allows us to claim that SCNPs constitute a separate
class of polymeric nanoparticles in terms of their response to shear flow.

In semi-dilute and crowded solution we have discovered another feature distinguishing
SCNPs from simpler polymer architectures, such as linear or star polymers: Contrary to
these, whose shear dependence of various static observables depends at most marginally
on the concentration, SCNPs exhibit an astounding density dependent response in the
intermediate to high Weissenberg number regime. We found two limiting scaling regimes
at low and high densities, with a cross-over around the overlap concentration. Interest-
ingly, by comparing mono- and polydisperse solutions, which respond qualitatively in the
same way, we could discard the possibility that the interplay of various time-scales pro-
duces this effect. Instead, we proposed that it is linked to the intrinsic impenetrabilty of
SCNPs and their transition to crumpled globular structures under crowding conditions.
This behavior makes them interesting candidates for tuning the rheological properties of
advanced materials, especially all-polymer nanocomposites.

Albeit being used routinely experimentally, computational investigations of SCNPs
with reversible bonds are mostly lacking to this date. We have presented a preliminary
study elucidating the competition between intra- and intermolecular cross-links in a sys-
tem mimicking dynamic covalent interactions. These are particularly relevant to potential
applications due to their responsiveness to external stimuli. Our simulations revealed that
the structural properties of reversible SCNPs are qualitatively different from irreversible
ones and these differences are augmented by intermolecular bonds that form already at
relatively low concentrations. Interestingly, these induce a non-monotonic dependence of
SCNP size on density for high bond strengths. Furthermore, we showed that systems of
all parameter combinations (bond strength and reactive monomer fraction) form system-
spanning clusters in the semi-dilute regime. Finally, we found that the microsegregation
present in crowded solutions of irreversible SCNPs is completely absent due to the ex-
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change of intra- for intermolecular bonds, which are favored due to a gain in combinatorial
entropy.

In conclusion, we believe the outcome of this thesis proves the value of coarse-grained
computer simulations for the establishment and advancement of new polymeric systems,
which are governed by topology rather than specific chemistries. We hope our results will
inspire future experiments, especially the implementation of novel synthesis protocols and
rheological measurements of SCNP solutions. Furthermore, the analysis and interpreta-
tion of our data has led to additional questions, which could be addressed in subsequent
computational investigations, for example: Can we quantify the precise effect of combi-
natorial entropy in the competition between intra- and intermolecular bonds in reversible
SCNPs? How does the presence of both intra- and intermolecular bonds affect the me-
chanical properties of such a polymeric gel under stress? For every question answered,
two more pop up. That’s the beauty of science.
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